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REFLECTIONS Ok THE AUSTIN CONFERENCE

FIRST, a few words in a way of backgroundiThe
idea for,. a conference to reevaluate the research
component of the Ph,D originated in the spring of
1972 during a meeting of the MLA's Cofnmittee
on Researiai Activities l It was felt that whereas in
recent years a good deal of attention had been
paid to undergraduate courses, teacher training,
rote Disciplinary studies, and especially, new. kinds
of graduate, degree programs, .not since the MLA
conferences of 1966-67 that led to Don Cameion
Allen's The Ph D in English and ',Imerican
Literature had the profession paid much attention
to the. Ph I) itself; and thus some kind of
reevaluation seemed to be in ordyr.2

With the approval of the MLA I xecutive
Council, extramural funding for a conference was
obtained from the American Council of Learned
Societies and the National Endowment for the
Humanities. with the University of Texas at

. Austin agreeing to serve as host Gordon Rdy
President of the John Simon Guggenheim Founda-
tion and a member of the,advisory committee that
had worked with Cameron Allen in 1967, was
invited to deliver the keynote address, and papers
were also solici*,.(1 from John Gerber,. Chairman of
English at the University of lOwa, John Kneller,
President of Brooklyn College,: J Thomas Shaw,
past chairman of Slavic Languages at the Univer-
sitY. of Wisconsin. and Bernard Weinberg, past
Chairman of Romance Languages at the University
of Chicago and a member of the Committee on
Research Actorities,3 Some fifty participants repre-
senting a wick range of Ph D.-granting departments
were invited to attend, with over 90'1 acceptances
Corning from the original -round :4 invitations, A
complete list of particirtntte with affiliations
appears on pp 53.S4 /

So that participants would have current stens-
'c';,:tical information on Ph D programs and enroll-

ments throughout the country; a national survey
was undertaken just prior to the conference,. with
the resifts of that survey providing the basis for
much of the discussion For best utilization of the
limited time, participants were divided into four
separate discussion groups.; two primarily centering
on problems relating to the structure a J content
of the research component of the Ph I) Ione
especially oriented toward English departments,
the other toward foreign language departmenLst,
and two groups primarily concerned .with adminis-
trative policy. enrollments, and the' market

William D. Schaefer
Executive Secretary MLA

(again, with one oriented toward English, the
other toward foreign languages). In addition to the
informal discussion that went on for the two days
and two nights of the conference, there was
considerable "formal" discussion after each of the
papers and dunng the concluding general, cession,
during which 'nothing was concluded and,. some-
what miraculously, no resolutions were passed and
no recommendations adopted I must admit that
it chairing the final session I' had. at one point
hoped teat some magic formula could be arrived
at, but in. retrospect I am neither surprised nor
discouraged by'the absence of formal recommen-
datiOns, for E am convinced that one of the
important results of the conference- was the

universal realization on th,e part of the participants
that the problems prisiently confronting Ph D.,
programs cannot and will not he solved by
national proclamation. The responsibility rests, as
it inevitabl-y must,, wail each individual depart-
ment,. and (here is neither need nor desire for a
set formula that will fit all programs. There was,
however. an encouraging openness at the confer-
ence a willingness on the part of the chairmen to
hear each other's news and views, and a genuine
sense of community among this seleci_Acoup of
derision- makers who have both the respZnsibility
and the opportunity to seek ways to improve the
work of thei own departments.

As is true of all such conferences, there were
no doubt as many different impressions as there
were participants What follows is my own
impression, object to my own prejudices as well
as to my own expectations as to what I would
have liked to see happening, whether in fact It

really did or not In addition to chairing the

general session and working closely with the

&ainnen and recorders of the four discussion
groups, I Managed to visit all the groups during
their discussions and, at one time or another, to
meet with virtually all the participants In this
sense my 'overview" is as likely as any to he a
title n _tion of the work of the conference



I think it fair to say that at the panic and even,
in some eases, the despair tit the p`ast three or fur
years has subsidedt. there was by no means all
attitude of complaceney or a feeling of return to
"business as usual" ontifhe part of tln-...'participants
in the Austin conferehce 011 the contrary, there
were numerous expressions NI-, deep concern' as
regards where we have been and where we are
headed; . and one heard a good deal about
redefining asic asseies and basic obligations Most
if not all of the departments represented seem, in
fact, already to be involved in efforts to Improve
the effectiveness of their graduate programs, and
although 'the details from department to
department, I sensed broad areas of itgreement as
to steps that might he should be, and in sortie
Instances actually are being taken to enrich and
diversify present programs Indeed, much of the
apparent disagreement Was perhaps more a matter
of emphasis and definition than of baste philos-
ophy, and I witnessed a number of 'discussions
where both "radical" and "reactionary" spokes-
men seemed, at heart, to be advocating identical
programs

It was perhaps not surmising, given the nature
of the conference; that there should have emerged
strong, probably unanimous, agreement on the
contin ung'Importance of the' resealch component
of the Ph D with considerable emphasis placed on
the idea that sound training in research Is essentiii1Z.f":
not only for good scholarship, but for effective
teachinii Somewhat more surprissrl, was the very
strong feeling on the part of virtually all
participants that graduate degree programs should
at least afford students the opportunity 'to do
research that draws upon the resources of more
than one discipline, a recent development con-
firmed by the surveys which revealed that up to
two-thirds of English and foreign language depart-
ments are today permitting;doctoral students to
undertake same inter' or multi - disciplinary work in
their degree programs Considerable uncertainty
continues to exist, however, rilarding the propri-
ety of a student's undertaking a "pedagogical"
disertation topic within the Ph D and opinion
seems to range from support of traditional
"scholarly" topics exclusively' to g "Imagery in
Paradise I ost") tots broadeaing the dissertation
t opie and much of the course work to include
practically any pedagogical or professional prob-
lem within the broad, area of humanistic studies
to g "Teaching Paradise 1 ()sr to Minority Stu- -

dents in an Open Admissions Program") As
might he expected, advocates of the former opin-
ion the traditionalists, if you wilt, most frequently
suggest development of alternate' deg) ee programs

such as the Doctor of Arts, or argue that the
experience and training, involved' in a scholarly
research program devel'p basic , sloth that are

transferable to a teaching career at any level Chen
opponents would be more inclined to argue that a
rose by any other name does not really smell as
skeet and that the only sensible approach to the
problem is to, expand the scope of the present
Ph I) to include options .more closely related to
the risahnes of the marketplace In partial support
of this view,, the surveys confirm that increasing
numbers of new Ph ft's are taking jobs.., in
departments that do not m themselves have
graduate programs and in which there would be no
opportunity for graduatelevel teaching, much less
for training new "research-oriented" Ph.D 's

In any event, It does appear that Ph D -granting
departments are paying increased attention not
only to interdisciplinary options, but to teacher
training, roughly 95`,; of all departments now
claim to offer supervised classroom teaching
experience for their graduate students, and roughly
one-third of all foreign language departments and
over halt of all English departments claim to
require some course work in profevional or
pedagogical issues 1 here also appears to be
increasing int( rest in the Idea of combining teacher

training, the study of literature and linguistics, and
creative research into broad programs rather than
confining specialized work within the traditional
departmental structure Td what extent such
programs can 'actually develop within the present
university structure remains to be seen, and the
development of any significant, number of broadly
based departments of "language and literature' is
probably still in' the future It is, however, of
considerable interest that the Austin conference
was successful in bringing together representatives
from both f:nglish and 'foreign language depart-
ments, with the participants subordinatmt special-
ized interests to a common concern with research
in a "literature" Ph D

A related idea, one which Was advanced by a
surprising number of participants, wa' that the
graduate research program, including the disserta-
tion, need not necessarily involve an "original
contribution to knowledge," but might more
simply be viewed as a training program integrating
all of the skills that should be developed for a
successful caret ac a "teacher-schola''' in nigher
education Some participants even seemed to
advocate a dissertation that could be worked on
daring the entire period of graduate training Iwo
important concerns evolvi, nowever, rrom this
k,nd of practical approech to "teacher-scholar'''
training it ) the need for continued opportunities

3



tor p4ist-doctoral education ,in essential aspect of
M.: %IL 1', I ')u7 Recomm.ndations ( oncernmg
the Ph I) in I and (2) the need for
emphasis on the methods and tools of researi h
rather than on mastering A particular body of
knowledge, in light of the latter concern, many
participants at the conference were dismayed to
see that the recent surveys revealed a (Lcrease in
required courses tin the tools and methods of
,esearch, if knowledge of an additional language us

also considered to be a resear,h tool (as well as an
essential "teaching tool' in courses that involve a
number of different literatures), there is even inure
cause for concern in the changing patterns in
language requirements for the Ph,D, Whereas five
',Oars ago the Allen report indicated that almost
two-thirds of recent Ph I) 's in bnghsh had been
tequired to of fet two foreign languages and
one-third had been required to otter three, today
the great majority of l'nglish departments require
only one language and several departments have
eliminated the requirement entirely

As regards the matter of employment for
Ph Irs all participants were of course deeply
concerned abc ut the present tight market, al-
though the surveys revealed that between +85 ; and

% of last year s new Ph I) 's "secured or were
continuing to teach in college positions this fall- to
peicentage only slightly below that ascertained

Allen in- his study, of nghsh Phi), employ-
ment Patterns five ye cps ago), there was uncertain-
ty as to whether such figures accurately describe
the present situation i urplaced Ph I) 's he 71g 'kept
on" in departments for an additional y:mr, large
numbers of temporary or teinunal appointments,
etc i It was als) recognued that we have no
tigures at all on th,' number of Ph I) who
recessed their ,degrees two to six years ago and are
now dean.' on the market, either as a result of the
disappearance ot tenure positrons or of -higher
standards' 111100SCd by departments that find

.theMselses able to attract -outstanding new Ph D
'St the same tulle liowever. many participants
seethed to take to heart the recent warning of Cite
\ational Board on (,raduite I dii,...ation agamst

oerrnactung to the cprrent situation and thus
leaving the profession sly, five years hence, with
an under supply of new Ph 1) 's 'I Over 75', of the

righ,li departmelits that produced ten or more
doctorates in 1471-7.2 and a majority of the
lamest foreign language departments have already
taken steps t., reduce the number 'of lull-time
doctoral enrollments, and the surveys reseal that
total nrollmcnts in both I nglush and foreign
language graduate programs nave already stahilved
and -ire now hegmndig -'o decline t here was

4
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general agreement that -students entering graduate
programs should be adequately/ counselled .as to
the present state of the job market: but probably
the one point on which there was strongest feeling
Was that Ph I) -granting departments should engage
in close self-examination of present programs and
resources, and then make whatever adjustments are
necessary to assure that their special competencies
and/or unique facilities a urawn upon in
preparing students to meet the kinds of employ-
ment opportunities that promise to he available

The Austin conference "v'as clearly no more
than a beguinmg, a first step in the 1970's toward
a better understanding of where graduate depart-
ments might and should be directing their efforts.,
There will he the usual follow-ups to the confer-
ence at tlfe ADF-ADFI, seminar in St. Louis this
summer, at regional ADE and ADFL meetings in
the fall, at the MLA Annual Convention in
Chicago next December, and throughout the com-
ing year in the Bulletins But I would argue that
ultimately the "Ph D. problem' will only be
solved through individual departments making an
honest reevaluation of graduate programs in rela-
tion to goals that can realistically he met The vast
majority of the teaching positions held by Ph D.'s
are not now and really never have been in the
departments that, train Ph D.'s, and to pretend 'that
such is the case is foolishness What, then, are the
regional or national needs that a department, given
its recent placement experience, can realistically
hope to meet in the coming decade' flow large a
program, and with what diversity, is appropriate to
prepare graduate students to meet such needs'? in
light of each department's self-analysts and recog-
niiing its legitimate desire to maintain traditional
programs and traditional staddards of excellence
what aspects of present programs are in need of
revision, of expansion, of elimination"' Ihese are
the basic- questions, and they are questions7-that
the "profession" cannot answer for us, the respon-
sibmty rests with each department to see itself as
it really is and should be.

"stuili of the pia holy of the Austm Conference was
inAlertaken in %fay 1972 by an ad I ,ormnitfee
Lonsistim, representatives of the Alit and L
r cecutive ( A111111111 cc s and the MLA's (onmuttee on
Research is, tIVITIVS respectively, ( arl Woodring (('olum-
bia). I Kober, Mulvihill (Wissonsm). and Winfred Leh-
mann I less)



2 Nurnitous departments have, of course, engaged in
self-evintination and IVVIeU, and at least iNvo significant
`conferences have focused OIL attention of English chair-
men on relevant lisues the -BeLlv,ether''Conteret Le on
Graduate Education in ['raish 12 -13 October 1971) at

P\Arithersi,, Massachusetts, And the National Conference on
he I inure of Graduate Education in English, 22-24 April
1971 at Knosville. Lennessee

3 BernareWembere's paper appears posthumously, he
died in Chicago on 13 1.ebivary 1973

4 Graduate hdueation Purposes Problems. and ,Poteu
flat A Report of the National Board on Graduate

dilution, 1 (Novernher 1972)

i-A1/1.: SI RN FA or bocroll V, PROGRkNIS IN ENGLISH

Degrees Awarded
Introducti,m

In October 19'2 a questionnaire ,,sniamin,
fifty -tour items was mailed to the 127 depart -
merits of English in the United States which otter

"doctoral work and to selected ( anadtan depait-
Merth cot I nglish The foThswing observations and
statistics are based on responses front 11 depart-

Alter a period of stea4y increase in the number
of doctorates awarded annually production is
beginning to stabilizv

"u-pet of Reporting
..-ar 1.octor3t.t.:,, :)epartment%

ments 01 I nglish in the United States (87 4'1,1,
1,16 3-397.1 1,,1 /b 10'1the 111 include the 19 largest producers of 197 -;971 1,1 o' 1(0doctorates' identified b} Don Cameron Allen in 1 9 7 1 - 1 ' ) 7 2 I , . . . ) , f , 1 1 1

, flu Ph ,n Inghsb and Im(rican Literature (p. 1a7. -73 I ;27-) proloc rm.': 11i
21)

Doctoral Enrollments

Indications are that the 'lumber of doctoral
enrollments is decreasing and prolec nuns suggest
that entollmerits in the fall of 1972 are lower than
m either 1070 or 1971' Indeed. 54 departments
report lower full-time doctoral enrollments in
1972 than In 1971 and 69 departments have taken
steps to reduce enrollments, some as tar bad,: as

1969-70 and some 1) ,is much as 50;: All but
of the 48 departments producing ten or more
doctorates to 1971-72 Indicate that they have
taken such steps Some of the actions being taken
are limiting the number of admissions to doctoral
programs (37 mentions), raising admissions stand-
ards (24), and IN:Attain financial out(8).

Reportin)
aurirt-unt,,

it

Allen reported 11,595 doctoral students in 77,
Itraduat departments in 1966-67, 5,875 of them
part-time students (p 101

With 273 full-Dun doctoral students, Wisconsin
is the largest doctoral program 15 other depart
merits report more than 100 full-time .1oLtoral

6

Total
'4ePc'rt . DO. Loral

Par t t 1)zartrlent, 4 nr,tl Iments

7,732 in,
1, 8/ .v.

students Berkeley (200), !ex.'s (1981, North
Carolina 1172), Yale ;162), Illinois i 142) Buffalo
(1301, Oregon 1125), Columbia 11 l 8) Indiana
(113), Michigan (113) Rutgers (110), Pennsyhanta
(I09), Kent State (105), Brosi (IOU); and ('hica-
go (100)

()



mplov nicnt .

1 he number git ne vv toll -time lac ulty v.embers
ed by department .arding the doctorate

has 'remained fairly cons: int Altho.igli 23 depart,
inentS emie, t to employ more Lull -tone ;acuity in
1973 than were employed in 1972, 50 depart-
ments expect to do less luring Allen reported that
Ph D.-granting departments expected to make an
average ot 350 doctoral appointments each year to
10711p 205)

er
rrp10.6

Report I ng
2'''_,=nart -entS

Inc

In6
;rig

nre- 17,

t n t,rn r

Placement

It appears that since the .Allen 4tudy the most
signiticant change in placement of new doctorates
is not in the percentage who obtain college
to !fung positions but in the kinds of institutions
at which doc'torates accept Jobs I he survey reveals
that ot 1,307 1071-72 doctorates placed by 94
departments: only I t 5': are-; "not employed in
collee teaching:. whereas Alien's study revealed
that of 2.880 recent recipients, 7 9';' were not so
employed I he present survey reveals that 47 7'
secured new teas hing positions or are continuing
to teach in universities I Allen showed 62 2 ,

entering umversitiesh 35 7 are in tour-year
!cages I Allen showed 20 4'; t, and arc in

t+.(1-, ear colleges IAllen showed 4''%. p 1381
Drk artinent;s are taking their responsibilities to

assist graduates in finding positions more seriously
14i:illy -three departments now have a placement
oftieer to work with candidates for positions and
rule other -departments hay,: appointed placement
committees Departments are holding meetings on
the job market and on dossiers for applying for
positions. helping candidates to prepare and di,-
tribute dossiers, conducting mock interviews, can
vassrg potential etpploy ors, publishing handbooks
with advice to !oh seekers, vroviding funds for
postage and for travel to e.oventions for inter-
views and holding dis..ussionss about the Job
market in graduate eias,e,

Gaming Iva( lung hyperienee,

193 7'; ) make supervised teaching in the depatt-
ment available to doctoral students In fact. 4,148
teaching assistants are conducting classes this tall,,
a number almost as large as the 4,A0G full-time
faculty members at the rank of instructor and
above in these 111 departments. 41 departments
(36 0`%, ) award credit for suyerwised teaching in the
departments and eight of the ten departments
which offer supervised teaching in a cooperating
two-year college give credit for this experience.
Departments also give doctoral students the oppor-
tunity to design and conduct classes, to work with
senior faculty members in large sections. and to
teach siflected uppeNivision courses,

Allen reported 72 departments offering super-
vised teaching (84.7'>) end 27 offering a course in

pedagogical methods (31 8`-'71Afp. 1971.

Learning About The Professioa

Departments idetitified more than thirty areas
of research strength, but the most frequently
mentioned areas were American Literature (70
mentions), Renaissance Literature (6.5), Ninetec th
Century British Literature (44),,Modern Literature
(34), Medieval Language and Literature (32), and.
Restoration and Eighteenth Century British Latera,
ture (225.

fools and Methods of Research

Sixty -one departments require for credit a

Lourv.:, seminar, or series of lectures on the t
and t hods. Hof research (55 (r ). Another 27
departments have such work available I a- credit
(24 3' ). Allen reported 40 departments (62 2)
requiring such work Sp 171)

Interdisciplinary Work

'Il!venty-fotir departments permit doctoral stu-
lents to undertake at least some inter- or multi -
disciplinary work 106 7 ) ( omparative Literature

,120 mentions,. Linguistics (0), and American Stud-
ies (0) are most frequently identified as available
areas Among seventeen other areas described are
Medieval -Studies 17), I nghsh and History 15).
1 nglish and Philosophy (4), righsh and Psycholo-
gy 12). and ! ngtish and ( fassiLs (2)

foreign language Requirements

I he option Of 3 reading knowledge of two
(It the I I 1 departments in the survey, 104 foreign languages or a thorough summand of one



v.

toritin langtiagc is lie's% the_ Most common require-.
t h )1 the ei-clerate (37 departments or

31 2 1 lhirtv -tour departments 130 (1' I still re-
gnus' a knowledge ot two torcign languages but
26 departments 123 4' ) .now require only one
langu. ge and two departments have eliminated Cite
requirement !Mee departments require two or
three languages' and two departments still require
three languages. '.rte of which must he an ant ient
language In a ',mall number ot departments, the
tteign language requirement is extremely flexible
it TIld be detet.tined hy the student's committee.
it may he partially or completely replaced by
work the computer or in statistics.

klien reported that 64 01 recent recipients
in his suncy had been required to offer two

language. and that Tr.` 7 7 has been
quired to ter three ' p 173)

onpreiiei,sase Requirement

combination 01 written and oral :,..unina-
tion- constitutes the etnnprehensive examination in
o-4 departments IS' ti 1 Onk 8 departments rely
entirely on the oral exam Hie of the
eomprehensive ranges front an oral of one hour
and twenty minutes to, a combined written and
oral ,txammarion lasting twenty -two, hours eon-
siderahh below the hours required b one
department m Allen s surses t p 182)

I fight hours ot examination is the most fre-
quently reported length 18 departments) but halt
ot the h7 department' Teti offing a given number of
hours require eamination, lasting more than ten
hours

\ex', approaches to the comprehensive include'
an 'option of two, proiect.:of study and writing, a
lecture As earl of the comprehensive -teaching a
Jas., as part ot the comprehensive, the presenta-
tion 'ot essay to the graduate faculty, and an
examination indniduatly determined for the stu-
dent 1.1, the student ind his doctoral comnutt,:e

timer t anon

A 'traditional- dissertation remains standard in
84 departments 175 7 but comments on the
questionnaire indicate that the length of the
chsurt,itton has been reduced in many depart-

s

7

ments I !even departments will now accept a series
ot essays as a dissertation and six departments
indicate that a "creative" dissertation 's accept-
able Si, departments will now accept a disserta-
tion with pedagogical implications

Recent Changes in Programs

forty -tour departments report recent changes
in their examination pattern and eighteen report
recent changes in the foreign language require-
ment 1 he dissertation requirement has been modi-
fied in seventeenalepartrnehts and the course and
seminar requirements modified in eighteen depart-
ment, Only :38 departments: many of them with
recently established doctoral programs. have made
no significant recent changes in the requirements
for the doctorate

I he most apparent change seem to he redefin=
mg anti condensing the comprehensive examma-
non. reducing and redefining the foreign language
requirement, modifying the dissertation require-
ment; Introducing greater flexibility into the
course and seminar requirements, adding courses m
college teaching, and giving greater emphasis to the
preparat'on of college teachers

Canadian Departments

Responses fron thirteen Canadian departments
indicate that the production of new doctorates is
still increasing but bat doctora' enrollments have
stabilifed. Light Canadian departments report that
they have not reduced doctoral enrollments. Thar-
teen departments project the employment of a
minimum of 5 new full-time faculty members for
the fall of 1973 compared with 15 for 1972

107,7
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RI SPONSE S to the Mt As tail 1972 survey of
doctoral programs in foreign languages have been
received from 172 departments, or two-thirds of
the approximately 250 foreign language depart-
ments in the CS which award the doctorate
Since returns from the fields of classics and
non-Indo-European languages were relatively light
and those from "combined.' foreign language
departments did not provide a breakdown by
language family; the following analysi, is based in
some instances on the responses received from 132
departments of Romance, Germanic', and Slavic
languages I

Graduate Enrollments, Degrees Granted, and Hiring

Full-time enrollment in Ph 1) programs of 126
departments totalled 2,771 in Fall 1972, a drop of

4"/t from the !eve! of Flit; ),(P6) 3 from the
level of 1971 (2,865) 1 nrollments are higher in
fifty -one departments, lower in sixty-one, and
unchanged to fourteen Among the languages;
graduate enrollments have grown in Spanish (as also
in the non -undo- European languages), but have

declined in the ot,er language areas
Twenty-six departments have taken steps to

reduce new enrollments in doctoral programs m
compliance with a quota or limit imposed by the
administration,. 'sixteen departments have raised
iaandards for admission, and twenty- se'.en report
that applications and admissions have declined
"naturally.' due to .lack of funds for fellowships
and assistantships Twenty-one departments report
that they anticipate further cutbacks in admis-
sions,

Although the decrease in graduate enrollments
can plausibly he interpreted as a response to the
shrunken economy and job market in kigher
education the figures for Ph D. production in
foreign languages still reflect the rapid growth
trend that began in the 1960's the same 132
departments that pro.hiced 450 doctorates in
1969-70 awarded 468 Ph D 's in 1970-71 and 514
in 1971-72, an increase of 18 7 " over the 1970
figure 1 he most notable growth was in German
134 :2" t and Russian. French Ind particularly
Xpanish, were relatively stable The same depart-
ments proje,t a total of 610 torates to he
awarded in 1972-73 but it can he assumed that
tlic actual numtver graduated by the end ,of the

!8,

current year will he smaller
Of the 5..1 Ph D..5 graduated m 1972: 450,, or

84.3(' , secured or were continuing to teach in
college positions this fall 254 in universities 181
in four-year colleges, and 13 in twotyear colleges
Although the Ph D -granting departments them-
selves hired rive new faculty in 1972 than in the
previous year (162 compared to 136), they project
a ;4igneficant drop in hiring during the current year
(only 96),

Virtually all responding departments indicate
that they actively assist their graduate students in
obtaining teaching positions While most depart-
ments employ the 'usual channels,;"' most notably
the MLA's Job Information Lists,2 some 68
departments still rely heavily upon personal con-
tacts and correspondence .between chairmen, and
17 departments send out lists or circular, describ-
ing their candidates to prospective employers
Only a handful of foreign language departments
(12) have appointed a "job officer" or job
committee from among the graduate faculty, and
only' three offer financial ass(stance to candidates
to 'attend professional meetings

Ph.D.. Training and Requirements

Of the total group of departrnehts responding to'
the survey (172),, ninety-one require their graduate
students to pursue training in the tools and
methods of research, and another forty-five depart-
ments make such work available for credit Study
of professional and pedagogical Issues is offered l?.y
fifty-five departments for credit,: and is required
by forty-nine departments. Almost all of the
responding departments offer their students oppor-
tunities for supervised classroom teaching, normal-
ly as Teaching Assistants, in thirty-five depart-
ments such supervised teaching is done for credit

A majority of the responding departments (98)
require candidates to show proficiency in two
foreign languages other than the language of their
degree while the number of departments requiring
only one language (31) is more than offset by the
number requiring three (33) In a few cases the
requirement specifies competence in both language
and literature Only a handful of uepartments
permit such variations as a demonstration of
proficiency in computer science or a non-language
field relevant to the candidate's dissertation Table



2 shows the number of languages required among
departments in the various categories of respondents.

The examination format preferred by four-fifths
(118) of the rc.sponding departments is a combina-
tion 01 eat and written examinations, twenty-four
departments require only a written comprehensive,
and seven only an ora The length of examination
ranges trom a two-hour oral to an elaborate, often
protracted series of written papers. About half the
deffartments require a total of more than twelve
hours of examinations, and fourteen report twenty
hours or more (see Table 2). At, least four
departments require a prepared lecture, expo4, or
research' report in addition to or in place of the
standard oral examination

The majority of responding departments report
that their programs offer opportunities for inter-
disciplinary work, Cr at the least, a minor in a
second foreign language and literature Sixty de-
partments participate in comparative literature
programs. thirty-seven m linguistics. Virtually all
responding classics dEAfirtmentsineorporate work
in ancient history; philosophy; -or archaeology in
their programs,- Oriental Janguag departments are
generally involved in area stud s programs or,
occasionally. Oriental history and religion and
several di programs in Spanish permit or
encourage work in Latin American studies. Apart
from the c assics, Germanic departments appear to
provide the widest range of interdisciplinary op,
portunitics: including comparative literature (18
departments), linguistics (13), medieval studies (4),
German area studies (4), humanities ( I ). European
thought (I). and music (1). .

About half the responding departments tridicite
that they have recently made significant changes in
their doctoral programs The most frequently
mentioned changes include shortening or reducing
the coverage of the comprehensive examination,
individualization of training through relaxation of
course and dissertation requirements, and a broad-
ening of options for the minor field. Newly
available minor fields include civilization, applied
iinguistics, and comparative literature. In a few
cases the new flexibility in choice of minors has
been achieved through the elimination of such
traditional requirements as philology and Latin

Appendix Research Areas

Chairmen were asked to list their departments' three
strongest research areas Following are the areas
identified by tespondents classified by language
and listed in order of frequency clip

hremlf 20th century literature (2909th century
1191, 18th century (17), medieval (17). Renais-
sance (1.n. 17th century 00, linguistics or pho-

9

neticc (5). stylisttes, and literary theory (4), Old
French (3), critical theones (2), film studies (2),
fiction (I), 19th and 20th century criticism (1)
Spanish, Peninsular literature., modem (24), Gold-
en Age (23), Latin Amencan literature, general

.(21), medieval (14), 19th century Peninsular (II),
Latin Amencan, modem (7), Lmguistics (5), 17th
century Peninsular (2), Golden Age drama (2),
19th century Latin Amencan literature (2),'Puerto
Rican literature (1), Venezuelan literature (1).
Romance. Italian modern (4), Italian Renaissance
(3). Italian medieval (2). Luso- Brazilia9 literature

-(2), Romance philology (2), Italian philology (1),
Italian 18th and 19th centunes Spanish-
Portuguese historical studies (1). .
Germanic: 20th century German (22), 18th cen-
tury and Age of Goethe (21). 'medieval (18),
philology and linguistics (14), 19th century (10),
17th century (8), literature since 1600 (6), cnn-
cism and literary theory (5), Scandinavian literal
ture (5), Romanticism (4), German hterature since
1945; (2), German novel (2), history of Ideas (2).
German dram^ (I), Lessmg (I), Nietzsche (I),
;turn-of-the-century literature (1), Russo-German
literary relatitits (1), Scandinavian linguistics II).
Slavic linguistics (7), 19th century Russian litera-
ture (5), 20th century (5), Polish language and
literature (4), comparative Slavic literature (2).
Czech language and literature (2), Serbo-Croatian
language and literature (2), ,Old Russian (I),
medieval Slavic literatures (I), Slavic folklore (I),
emigre literature (I), structural poetics (I), corn-
puterized linguistics
Classics' ancient history (II), archaeology (7),
Latin literature (6). Greek literature (5), textual
cnticism (4), palecegraphy (3). thpYrology (3),
literary criticism (3), historiography (2), Greek
tragedy (2), Greek poetry (2), Latin epic"(I), first
century Latin literature (1), Silver Age (I), satire
(1), medieval Latin (1); Greek and Latin philology
.(1). epigraphy (1), Greek religion (1), Greek
philosophy (1).

Chinese literature (4), Japa-
nese literatu (4), Afncan languages,.and linguis-
tics (4), Litalic-Altate languages (2), Biblical studies
(2), Hebrew linguistics (1), medieval Semitic texas
(I), near Eastern linguistics (1), Near Eastern
literatures (I),, Finno-Ugric languages and litera-
tures (I), Asian languages (1), East Asian linguis-
tics; (1), Tibetan (I), Buddhism (I), oral and
written African literatures (I), Chinese archaeology
(I)

A breakdown by langUagr has been provided by only
seven of the sixteen responding Roirraice language depart-
ments which offer degrees in both Ftenct reeni.11)

"floce other departments classified in this category are
departments of Italian

2The December 1972 Job Information List contained
entries from about 70X, of all four-year college and
university departments in which the live major languages
are taught.
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Table 2

LANGL:A(.1. AND AkMINATIUN REt311REMENTS FOR T IL Ph.D. IN FORFILN LAW'AUS
MIA Doctoral FJrvev -- Fall 1)72

No of Depts.Requiring
Languages *

Averare No.or
drs. for Compre-

Pants 1 2 3 Averlae hensive Fxam.

French 8 17 5 1.9 13.2
Swinish - 16 7 2.3 14.4
Romance 1 10 5 2.25 15.4
(,ermanic 18 22 1 1.6 11.5
Slavic 4 7 2.3 8.8
classics 15 4 2,2 15.9
\,n-IE 2 h J 2.1
miscellaneous 2 5 1 1.9

lvtal 31 95 33 2.0 13.2

* exclusiVe of the major language of toe Ph.D. field
° returns insufficient for valid conclusions

peule 3

FAS\YD DOCTORAT/J: TN FORIIGN IANGLUIr.
1964-1970*

Academic French German Russiln Spanish
Year

l'h4-h5 72 hi 9 65

1965 -hh 80 93 Q 87

196-67 107 91 11 10P
1967-wA 132 117 13 4.23

1968-A9 114 126 16 1:0
199-70 181 118 24 144

* Source; USOF Farned Degree, series, as
reported in A Fact Book on #igher Fdu2atioo,

A Fourth Issue, 1971, published by America:.
Council on Education.

EARNE0 DOCTORATES (lILA Doctoral Survey 1972)

Combined
Romance German Russian

1969-70 307 117 26

'".., 1970-71 298 131 39

1971-72 338 157 39

11



Ptf, PH 1) I \ 1:1(H.ISH REEX1.MINED

WI ;RI g.kthirltd here today for -close reexanun-
atik '.'gunk \s,:lt110,1" of the current state
1 do ol-a) ;fiadies in English and the foreign
langaagcts By holding fins conference the MLA is
m etfirct picking up concentrated. and 'detailed
-ins, Crail Ni . doctoral studies where the topic

was dropped our cars ago A study of the Ph D
,n English literature wa- be,gun in 1965 under
ML k. auspices the MI As Advisory Committee
for the, s7uely published its "RecOmMendations
,oneerning the Ph t) in English" in the September

:'sue and the late Dan Cameron
Allen'. book, 1he D in / nglish and ,Imerican

, appeared in the followmg'year it was
inter led that a comparable study ot the Ph D. in

I.mguages would follow, but as you all
ni.u..; the minds of political doctrine blew throtigh

the MI s "constitutional convention' in the
por,g and reached gale force at the

,nnual Meeting in New York that December
`side,: then br.,der issues at a marginally profession-

' al kind base largely engrossed the MIA's atten=
tfor, .

It %kill he useful. I think to remind you both
,,1 the ...us umstanLes that led up to the Allen
r p.ii and the recommendations which accompa-
n. f it Ind ol the reception accorded these
dosy.nents I his in turn will suggest something of
flit iatmosptere of the piriod '19651968 before
the ML t was ,ii rudely interrupted Johit Gerber.
Michael Shugrue and I are the only persots at this
,onftnte who, ewerienced the whole prot3ss of
forriralating the L,;thept of the study, devising the
idesti inn nres attending the regional conferences
..., Alii,1 ibout I IO heads of English departments
..itisiderell the data gathered and hammering but
the teLommendations of the Advisory ( ommittee

Ihe impetus behind the \IL A's study, and. the
p*in,Ipal :ease n why the Danforth Foundation
rt set %Poe, to finance it, was the acute shortage

r new phi!) s in I nglish Eliot obtained in the
mdd'e f /PH s despite .he LkLumstance that the
great mi,orit),( ot them in Loi*rast to new Ph 1) ':,
m Ow sAens.cki entered or continued college and
u-usenuy t,..aLhing It ssa taken for granted that
Thu, ,,rtYge would persist, though by October of

0.. Allan Arttir was on record as forecasting a
kl r,,ue ,cge teacherlsurplus I In Ung Ji, indeed

Ni- i artier predis,,ed Atat this surplus (Mid begin
I ' ST1) a' PTTI9, though he did nut believe that
.. d the t ckri rrker Lail% airnaround situ.' -:i

Gerdon N Rev
John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation

tion would occur at that time,. since the pre-
dicted excess of new doctors would he used for,
some year to compensate for deficiencies in
English departments resulting from inadequate
staff additions at an earlier period. The data
gathered, then',. were examined in the light of this
question how could more Ph.D.'s in English be
produced in a shorter time9

Many of the Advisory Committee's recommen-
dations were putrforward in part as a contribution
toward an an. -er that work for the Ph.D. should
be full -time study; that the Ph.D. ^should require
no more than four -years of full-time study
following the B.A. (8 to I I years of part-time
study were the averages then reported), that one
foreign language well learned should be an thy:ma--
five to two or three superficially learned, that
preliminary examination coverage should be less
extensive, and that the dissertation topic should be
one capable of completion in a .,tear of full-time
woe': (the average was then, -.three years of part
time work) These recommendati were put
forward as aspirations which it .night take, some
time to implement It was expected that they
would have most effect on departments Just
beginning to give the Ph.D. and that established
departments would for the most part go on doing
what they had in the past. As usually happens,
they represented a compromise among the men,
hers of the Advisory Committee Some thought
that the Ph D should be streamlined without the
creation of a new degree to recognize "all but
dissertation''' status, others thought that ..tequire-,
ments for the degree should not be relaxed bud.
that such a new ,,nee should be introduced. The

/compromise was to recommend,both.4treamlining
and the new degree

Since the Advisory Comn ttee considered that
the chir4 value of the ,wlinle operation was to
encourage self-scruony bY English departments, it
was felt that a thigh degree of candor about
existing problems and deficiencies would he desir-
able. At the same time it was desired to entrust
the report to someone widely known and re-
spected to the profession It proved possible to
persuade !)on Cameron Allen, Sir William Osier
Proti!ssor of righsh at the Johns flopkins Univer-

I2

1



sity., Vice Presitkent of the Association, and for I-

fiftecn years a member of the editorial committee
of PMLA, to undertake the assignment, The result
was not.,exactly" what the Advisory Committee
expected.

Allen was pne of the first doctors in English
prodUced by the University of Illinois lie \said in
his report, however., that Ph.D.'s generally) enter-
tain little affection for t' universities where they
take their, degrees, and this was certar1 true of
him with regard to Illinois Hifi 4

university was instead an- institution, f!.1115
where' a few graduate students could ue rigorously
trained Therefore he wrote his bock ti sense
against th6 grain, since he didn't really believe in
the mass production of Ph D,'s. Buf he had the
scholar's compulsion to repO'rt his data fully and
without suppression, and he experienced a kind of
revelation as he worked with them. He noted in
his preface that "the results, of the survey aston-
ished me. I have clearly been renting rooms in an
ivory tower too long. I have had to put aside
many of my ancient convictions many of them
lightly or too thoughtlessly heldand seek a nevi'
philosophy And he dedicated his volume "to all
the graduate students who have endured me and
who will wish I had seen the point sooner. 2 I
doubt if the dissatisfaction with the protession to
which the responses of professors and graduate
students !:e Dore witness would have come as
quite so ,. ach of a shock to anyone who had
remained familiar with the rough and tumble of a
vast state university

At any rate, many of _the respondents did let
themselves go in their answers to the question-
naires, and Allen did not soften the impact of
what they wrote Given his keen eye for the
telling sentences in the testimony he was organiz-
ing and the wry wit with which he underlined
their signftcance, he may even have heightened the
impression of disillusionment that these responses
conveyed Since your iecollection of his report has',
probably dimmed with the passage of time let me
remind you of its tone and content from a passage
in chapter six on the dissertation. Allen presented
the diffo.ulties encountered by graduate students
in this part of their doctoral training by assem-
bling quotations for their replies under :our
headings "the Student,. the Suhiect, the Super-
visor,. and the Surprise

A the Student
I. "I got stared of the Renaissar,e, it was

too Mg tor me aA.I I had no lt..tin and
hardly any German."
'I got oven mole bored than my

director said I would "

2

I

3 "1 loRmterest."
4 "I needed classical and ,romance lan-

guages to carry on
5 "I was nqj competent to bring a diffuse

4,90bject Into form''
6. "I floundered "
7 "I chased too many dead ends."
8 "Mv undergraduate enthusiasm turned

sour "
9. "I was to ambitious.'"

10 "It was beyond me

13. The Subject
1 "It m,uuld havt taken thirty years."
2. "I began to read Spenser looking for a.

topic but I didn't like Spenser."
3 .Nly professor urged me to write on H.

G. Wells, but;1 couldn't care less."
4 "I decided after a time that Wallace

Stevens -was not talking about 'some-
thing I wanted to think about no
matter how attractively he expressed

4, 5 "The project required inountaiuous read-
ing of very dull material."

6 "I did some research on Victorian verse
, satire, then I decided to look for a
i fruitful topic."

7 "The necessary documents we
available 'until the death of a m
fifty "

C.

un-
aged

The Supervisor
,±

I. "I wanted to work ono major figure,
' bt., ,he department head said( 'No,
work on a minor one.' So I did."

2 "The first director was too vagliie to
trust; the second thought mVaighor
only worth an essay."
"The professor who encouraged the
topic retired, his successor discouraged
it after I hack worked on it for three
years "

4. "Succeeded the third time:, the second
topic lAct been ifiore thoroughly treated
than my professor or I knew." .-

5. "After three' to s I hie-ekothing. The
fourth time my director objected, I

-hanged to another professoi."
6 "Powers-that-be thougl., it too chillenr

mg; that is, they didn't erstarddk ffl it."
7' "After three topics he was s tisiled.").
8 "My professor wasn't interested in rAy

results, and I wasn't interested m his
topics."

4,, "it was directed by two badly coordi-
nated 'tirofessors." s.

10 "After two years my director went on
leave, and the new and more experi-
enced professor advised mo,kto abandon
the whol thing ;,,

11



D The Surprise
I -The whole dissi.rtation had to be

rewritten suit one man r specitwa-
lions

2 "Halt -ss as through a book appeared
the ,cachets pal story

3 "My protessor retused to accept my
sonclusmns

4 "Someone else tmished betore I Luuld
5 '"There was a Nate dissertation on the

same subject

6 "An authority on the subject pointed
out to my professor that the subject
had been done "

7 "After my advisor was called to
another university, it was discovered
that the subject had been used "

8 "Another student working under my
protessor turned out to be writing on
the same topic -

9, "My director approved, but the com-
mittee regarded my dissertation is too
narrow "3

,In a setting of increasing campus polaticization,,
lines of battle.regarding the. report and its recom-
mendations sere soon drawn Staid and consery
nye members of the profession were appalled at
the )roposals put forward for changing the degree,
this 'was not streamlining, they argued, but eviscer-
ation Phey were taken attack even more by the
candor with which graduate students and profes-
sors alike gad testified. Some of their protests,
indeed, brought to mind Hamlet's words to Poloni,
Us

slanders, cAr, for the satirical rogue says here that
old men have grey beards; that the faces are

their eyes pu thick amber and
plum-tree gum, and tl they have a plentiful lack
of wit; together will most weak hams All which,
sir, though I most Iserfull) and potently believe,
yet I laid it note to base thus set
d ()An 4

On the other hand the ' . dissidents who w_re
usually but not aka)..s ounger, found in the
report abundant matter for their particular pur-
poses Streamlining to them wa; nationalization,

,and candor a cleansing breeze There had, been
many earlier complaints about tht Ph D from
William Jame-,''s "1 he Ph D Octopus"' down to
William Arrow smith's the Shame of the Graduate
Schools,'' but never before had a discipline turned
upon and rended itself in public What clearer
proof could be desired that the establishment was
bankrupt ' Sv the battle raged, to use, the epithets
of the day, between the zond-ns on the one side
aft the charlatans on the other I ;,ass over any
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account of, the specific- changes resulting from
these debates, noting only that they were far more
general and extensive than the Advisory Commit-
tee had expected

The final turn in the fortunes of the report and
its accompanying recommendations had its origin
in the financial freeze which has blighted our
universities during the last two or three years
Here we have a signal instance of time's revenges
which reminds one of what happened to the Fold
Foundation's Managing Educational Endowments
of 1969 This study; which was widely Interpreted
by university fiaancial managers as recommending
common stocks (and particularly growth stocks),.
had the bad luck to appear not long before the
bottom fell out of the market for such securities
Similarly; the MI A's call for more Ph.D.'s in
English turned out to he a cry of "Fire'" in
Noah's Flood. Established departments tooled up
for intreased production and accepted students in
unprecedented numbers Newer departments cre-
ated the doctoral programs they were told the
times demanded But in the event, the surplus of
jobs was no longer there. Hence the increasing
dislocations of the recent past the prospective
Ph.D writing hundreds of letters to department
chairmen who have no positions to offer, vainly
seeking job interviews at the MLA's annual meet-
ings, and hazing through months of-ha e deferred
as departments wait for their budget al ations
until late summer the whole devil's brew, in ct,
with which the profession has become so distres-
singly familiar

So much for history. What is the situation that
confronts the MLA today as It resumes its consi-
deration of the Ph.D.'' A prime element, of course,
is our heritage from the immediate past. With the
advantage of hindsight we must concede that the
MLA's earlier study, whati.tver benefits it may have
brought to the profession, did ov, -timu!ate ,Ph D
productiOn in the late 1960's. By encouraging
more students to work for the doctorate and by
shortening the period required- to achieve the
degree, -,good old American know-how" then
achieved another of Its ambiguous triumphs. Be-
tween 1965 and 1968 an average of 815 Ph D.'s in
English was granted in the United States 5 (I omit
consideration both of Ed D.'s in English, of which
about '100 are gaven each year, and of D A,'s in
English. the production of which has thus far been
negligible 1 In 1970 the total rose to 1,060, in
1971 to 1,12';, and in 1972 16 1,2'12 MI Shugrue
protects a figure of 1,260 for 197;



Serious misgiving(' concerning an oversupply of
Ph I) date back at feast two years in most large
Lnglish departments Ile responses o Mr, Shug,
rue's questionnaire show that a substantial majori-
ty ot these departments have taken steps to reduce
new PhD enrollments in doctoral programs and
that some plan to take additional steps fhese
steps t; pically are to raise admission standards and
to impose quotas on entering classes Declining
funds for fellowships and assistantships are pre,
sumably also acting as a deterrent. The conse-
quence is that fu;' -time enrollment has levelled off
this year. very much as the number of Ph D,:s
granted will level off m 1973 It was not to he
expected, of course, that the change would occur
any more abruptly Since achieving the Ph D, in
English ren ons at least a four-year process, steps
taken in a given year show their effect only several
years thereafter Moreover, an avoidance of itastic
measures is surely prudent. Having witnessed the
results of ovnrsf.mulation the profession should
now be wary ot are possible future results of
understimulation.

That the MLA's well-intentioned efforts turned
out to he a miscalculation was the result. of
course, of the financial stringency that now hinds
American higher education The robs are not there
because the money is not there A yearly increase
in the budget, which in the late 1050's and the
1960's came to he regarded as a claim of right, is
no longer automatic.. even when it can be sup-
ported by increased enrollments Instead, many
colleges and universities must make do with status
quo budgets, which in a time of inflation means
an actual reduction in resources The orderly
recruitment of new faculty is deferred the con-
tracts of untenured staff members are not re-
newed When vacancies occur through death,. re-
tirement: or departure foi another institution, the
positions are not filled. This is a topic with which
you are all painfully familiar; but even so, let me
offer you three recent illustrations Of it.

I have just received a paruphle4 entitled
II,gher / thicatRin with I- etsv. reacher,s6 which
describes nineteen ways in which colleges and
universities are increasmg student-faculty ratios
and provides an honor list of the institutions
employing these methods It is true that few of
th institutions named are of great acaden
distinction (apart from law schools, which have
always had a high student-faculty ratio( but even

'pacesetting universities ar' beginning to look in
this direction Indeed, financial necessity seems to
have revived the abortive campaign of the late
19S0's t i transfer sound production ,lethods from
business and industry to higher education, a
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campaign whose chief monument was the late
unlamented Par,uns t'ollege The ghost of Beards-
ley Rum! is knocking at the doorli

(2) A Guggenhei.n Fellowshiptis typically used
with sabbatical sal,ry to matt feasible a free year
for the, recipient. When hard times c .me we
wondered at the Foundation if sabbatteal program's
might not he curtailed with a consequent decline
in applications to us In the event, applications
went up Many colleges and universities cheerfully
paid half salaries' to faculty .members going on
leave and then pocketed the other half by the
simple expedientof providing no replacements.

(3) One of the liveliest current topics of discus-
sion in the academic: world is the feasibility of
lowering the mandtory retirement age Where
sixty-eight was generally accepted a few years ago,
sixty-five is now put forward as more desirable
Interest is also manifested by some administrations
in arrangements whereby certain faculty members
might be encouraged to retire early at the salaries
that they would receive if they stayed on until
sixty-five But this approach doesn't really promise
very much Because of the vast influx of young
faculty dt.ring the pit twenty years, relief from
such a source is not likely to have a statistically
significant effect for another decade

I wish I could r;;;Jort signs of returning pros-
perity on the academ,c; horizon, but 1 cannot: It is
far mere likely,. instead,, that higher educatio. n will
continue to wind down to a .lower plateau on
which it will have to live for some years to come

Under these conditions what are the prospects
for new Ph.D 's in English' I would first remind
you of the broad field Of employment open 'to
them. There are 2,630 college or university depart-
ments of English in the United States. 1,104
two-year departments (whose designation is often
"humanities" ommunications" or something of
the sort),, and 1,526 four-year and university
departments Among the latter, only 130 them-
selves offer the doctorate copular impressions to
the contrary, these institutions do in fact provide
positions fo: most new Ph D 's in English Mr
Shugrue has found that 89 .2(.1f of them obtained
or continued teaching in such positions in 197c as
compared with 91,2% in 1968; the last presumably
"normal" year At ,ut of the total are

teaching in universit,lcs, about 40% in four-year
colleges, and about 0`; in two-year colleges But
these figures require a footnote : appears that in,
1972, Ph ,I),-granting ,epaiiments will employ
only one new staff juernber f.)r every five doctor-
ates that they grant, When we consider that some
of these new posinons will go to se, tor ap-
pointees, it becomes ,--,ident that retail\ ,iy few



fledgling Ph I) will find lobs ui departments
granting the doctorate And in of what has
already beery said about persisting financial strin-
gency iias to he added that no great number oi
them will return to such departments in the
torseeable tut ore

Since the great maturity of new Ph I)
English will teach in univehities that don't grant
the &ictorate and in tour-year colleges, we then
have to answer tile question how appropriate is
doctoral training as presently organized for such a
career' Is there too much emphasis on elements
prunanly usitul to instructors who will themselves
be directing doctoral research'' Should not atten-
tion he devoted I 0, t ()Midi arrangements for ensur-
ing that the new Ph I) is a trained and experi-
enced college teacher' his question seems al-
ready to he receiving an answer Many depart-
Merits either proside such attention or have signi-
tied their intention of doing so 1: And what of that
target\ untapped held, the two-year cc Ileges" In
1971 they hail 28" of the undergraduate enroll-
ment in the United States; and /hey arc growing
more rapidly than am other part of American
higher education

if departments decide to place their Ph I) rs in
large numbers amor two-year colleges; they
should not expect to find a welcome mat before
the door Sonic of you Will have vivid memories of
the controversy between ',lieges of Liberal Art,
and Silences and , of I ducation that
marked the 1050 s, a controversy whose key
document was perhaps Arthur Bestors I dotational
It'atelancR Neither side won, and the educational-
ist's cast can still he glimpsed behind the rhetoric
of those now training today's two-year college
teachers In the October 16 1972 issue t I he
(10,,mat ',Vile- I ,lut,41'<on there was .1 pro-
posal that Ph Dfs tie 'retrained and reori-
ented'' to teach in tvv , year colleges !his drew a
rebtitta.1 from two adwuustrators concerned with
M A teacher pripara:ion at the State University
( ()liege, i redoma, New 1Ni ork Here is how :hey
sounded the alarm

Doctoral programs are Irmplme nentett ralhcr
than pe,,ple-onenn'. the Nuhion.inni.1 use i'r,-
leNor iii y. rad U.ite s,h< I', a, models %, `'
IMILItiOn, and gerter,til) ve only liken deknowl
ed) suit ot the Illtrutarlie of the teaching process
Indeed; the Ph Ii has beca so manipulated by
graduate that hr stay he ituArrable of

ildtilling the' mane lr, required ri a ((minium tv
L. Metre InsUUctnf

It it is indeed true that a two-year college taiulo
member must he %tudentientcred person and a
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process- centered peron I suppose that few
Ph I) 's in I nghsh would w Wing!), take such
positions But perhaps there are other pomts
view in the two-year colleges themselves I he

militancy of the athoe tie% to whom we have been
listening itself suggests that the issue is by no
means settled

III

In conclusion I should like to offer a few
General comments about the present state of the
Lnglih teaching profession I had better remind
you first of the position of strength from ,shish it
continues to operate. Broadly 'considered, educa-
tion is the country's lei.ding industry, It was

estimated some time ago that more than 60
million persons were in the ..1kication periphery
I taking work in offices, on television, in the armed
services, etc ), and this total was expected to rise
to more than 82 million by 1976 Nor are formal
enrollment figures, at least for the next eight
years; a-lything but encouri.ging Our colleges and
unn,crsities enrolled 8 5 million students in the fall
of 1971 and 9 2 million students in the tall of ,

1972 The total is expected to reach between 12 5
and 13 5 million by 1980 English is one of the
cornerstone disciplines of this immense field
About of all university, college, and mnior
college faculty members teach English or journal-
ism the proportion of students taking English
courses seems to have declined slightly (one hears
differing reports from differing kinds of institu-
tions) because of the dropping of required fresh-
man composition and the rise of student interest
in reprofessional training and in the social sci-

ences; but this may well turn out to be a

fluctuation rather than a trend Moreover, English
departments usually have a substantial credit hal-
ante in their institu'ions they belong among the
bread -and- butter departments I hey do far more
than their proportionate share of teaching 1 hey
are rarely housed in new and luxurious buildings
1 hey require little money for equipment and
research assistance

It would seem, then: that the position of

ngl'sh in the practical woad of institutIonalizd.
higher education remains secure Yet it would he
idle to deny that the morale of the profession has
been shaken during the past four years Its vision
of itself has dimmed I he aims which it hopes to
realize arc less clear Many of its members, even an
occasional entire department, "seem tired, dis-
tracted, and disoriented Mr Shugrue's question
mitres were not designed to elicit ringing attirma
tions of prim yle, but as I exi.iine,' them I was

I 'r



struck by the cotoiLssness of the responses Where
they were not cautious and formal._ they tended to
be perfunctory What is one to make, for example.,
of ales; ,-plies to a request tor information about
current doc halal dissertation requiremehts "about
a year's worth". or "veiy flexible nything goes
that V. ill he acceptable to the studeTit's committee
iv. Inch is virtually handpicked by the student)"
One finds evidence` of the same disheartened
attitude in the mghest reaches of the profession
We can all be pleased that Lionel Trilling; a

professor of Irrerature. was chosen oy the National
Endowment for the Humanities to give its first
Ihomas Jet terson lecture last April But Mr
Irilirtgs address on 'Mind in the Modern World"'
was somber indeed One of his illustrations has
particular interest for us He round intimations
that mind had rea:hed the end of its tether in
Louis Kampf's MLA Presidential Address of 1971;
and by implication in the fact that the MLA
should have elected as its president a person
capable of such an address 9

Where should we turn for the renewal tha-, the
profession needs it not to our very subject matter
itself I he value of literature remains unimpaued,
the detect is dearly in our approach to it Here we
enter an area where each of us has his own
convicti ins I shall tly to state mine as inoffensive,
ly as possible by presenting them not as sugges,
tiorb that might influence the work of the mature
scholars here assembled, who have completed their
studies and formed their own views, but rather as
suggestions about the most useful way of imple-
menting the doctoral dissertation requirement

My basic contention is that the dissertation
should he an examination of some aspect of
literature in its historical context The old quarrel
between scholars and critics, so prominent :n the
I940's and I950''s, now seems played out The
responses to Mr Shugrue's question about the
dissertation, though they often include a formal
i,beisance to the concept of a "contribution to

wledge." take it for granted that this contribu-
tion can bet:nthif as well as factual Indeed the
cast majority of cfissettations must now be critical
What I 1: proposing is Hut we should ask even of
the critical dissertation that it have a research
component, that the student should demonstrate
therein his wide familiarity with the contemporary
context of the liter works he has chosen to
study The exult of this broad reading may well
appear in the finished thesis only in the sureness
of his interpretations: in the mastery he displays
of historical nuances, but even so it will he well
worth the time it demands

I he value in this al pr,,ith would he negative as
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well as positive With such a control the student
would he under the necessity of making hiss
dissertation sonietYling more than an exercise in
intellectual 'Manipulation, and his supervisors
Would be relieved of examining still another of
those modish exercises in. ingenuity and audacity
whose chief purpose; it oaomefiraes appears to the
outsider, is scoring points in an abstruse private
game A recent 7/ S review of a book on Keats
from one of our leading unisersity presses will
illustrate what I have in mind Keats is treated
therein, so the reviewer finds, not as an English
poet but as "a plaything in the battle between the
schools of American criticism The real purpose
of the work Iis not) to understand Keats, but
to make use of him In order to understand
contempqrary America Though it may help the
author "to projecLIthese modern disquiets on to
the past and to employ poetry ac a therapy., Keats
himself undoubtedly suffers 'Hence to the reviewer
-this is a superfluous book "10

There will always he students, not very many
these days (I find) but still a few. who like to
study questions for which there are ascertainable
answers, who take satisfaction in organizing and
presenting a significant body of information, Such
studies have the great advantage that their conclu-
sions can be built upon by other students in the
field If these conclusions are to be valuable, of
course, they usually require a tempering critical
sense, just as I have suggested that critical studies
ought to have a controlling historical sense Such
students should he encouraged to pursue their
chosen topics I suggest, even at the risk of an
occasional dryly factual thesis of the sort against
which the tie a, criticism was a protest If a,.

English department has no pedants among its
Ph D's it may not have any scholars either.

It may be urged that with over 5.000 full-time
English doctoral students at work, historical disser,
tat.ion topics of significance Must necessarily be in
short supply This is true. I believe,. only if one
stays, within the onveltional limits of literary
study as traditionally defined For example, the
vast subject of the relation between literature and
the fine arts is just beginning to be explored, and
since the word "literary" has tended to be a term
of abuse for art historians and critics, this explora-
tion is being conducted largely by professors of
English The relation of the English poets to the
iconographical tradition of their day has been or is
being examined with most rewarding results by
Roland Frye with regard to Milton, by Ralph
Cohen with regard to James Thomson,. by Jean
liagstrum and a host of other scholars with regard
to Blake, and by Karl Kroeber with regard to



Shelley and Wordsworth to cite only 4 few
examples Double issue of Reveach
Opportunitiei in Renaissance Drama, which has
just appeared under the editorship of Samuel
Schoenbaurn, is devoted to the relations of the
field with the visual arts. In the Victorian period
the interconnection of book and magame illustra-
tion with literature is turning out to be a subject
of absorbing`interest Witness the recent essays of
Hilhs Miller'on Oliver Twist and of Joan Stevens
on Yanity Pair as well as the pioneer work of
W E Fredeman (soon to he significantly extended
by his student 'Allan Lite) on the Pre-Raphaelite
poets Nor should I fail to remind you that the
leading authority on Hogarth today is Ronald
Paulson, a professor of English who came to that
artist through his study of Fielding and other
eighteenth century authors.

My last word is that. despite, all our problems,
we have some reason to be of good heart for the
future. What the English teaching profession has
experienced dunng the past four years has perma,
nently altered its nature It has been an exhausting
time from which many faculty members have not
fully recovered. Some of the old-time amenities
are certainly gone forever Yet as I travel around
the country.. I notice an increased resilience in
English "departments, a readiness to make the best
of the changed situation, in brief a new tough-
ness And of the importance of out subje3) itself
there can fortunately he no doubt nor of the
capacity for renewal that it offers As we move

from an era of expansion into an era of concentra-
tion,. then, we should remember that Matthew
Arnold,. who first gave these phrases currency,
found equal opportunities in both

I New York Times, 16 October 1966

2 The Ph D rn English and American /.iterative; (New
York, 1968), pp is and v

3 /bid, pp. 66-68

4 Hamlet, Net It, scene II

5 Lawrence McNamee,. ,Vinety-Nine Years of English
Dissertations (Commerce, [MIS East Texas State Univer-
sity, 1969), p 15

6 Washington Academy for Educational Development,
1972

7 Letters to the Editor, Chronicle ofyigher Lducanon,
6 November 1972

8 Harold Hodgkinson, Institutions in Transition (New
York, 1971), p 6.

9 "Mind in the Modern World," US, 6 November
1972, p. 1383.

10 "Keats in Academe." TLS, 27 September 1972, p.
1106.

THE PILIL IN FOREIGN LANGUAGES - PARTICULARLY IN THE "NEW" FIELDS

IDE 1972 MLA survey spells out what we have
known all along that the overwhelming prepon-
derence of Ph Ir.., in foreign languages obtain
positions in our colleges and universities This
means that it is the accepted research degree for
college and university teachers, for scholar-teachers
or teacher-scholars, and that the number and-type
of such degree recipient-, who will find the career
they seek is directly related to the needs and
desires felt by the colleges and universities I hese
needs will obi,iously depend on enrollments in
foreign language courses, and such enrollments
depend upon student interest plus curriculum
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requirements Foreign languages are always at or
near the center of interest of pressure for changes
in college curricula, Hence, before we tackle the
question of the relatiOnship of the Ph.D in foreign
languages to teaching, or the question of the

research component in the Ph D., it seems appro-
priate to take a look at today's situation from an
historical perspective We have been condemned to
live in interesting times Contradictory pressures

I f)



and attitudes arc being stiongly expressed today,
and our situation, which I shall interpret as ap-
proathing equilibrium, may possibly be instead the
eSc of a hurricane

understandin ot today's situation requires
some rapid exannnat, of trends and develop-
menu over the past qua -century The present
position ot universities in general and foreign
languages in particular has similarities with that of
the early 1950's, w hen financial difficulties. cut-
backs. and painful readjustments followed the
receding of the tremendous surge of college at-
tendance of World War II veterans The immediatel
post-World War II period witnessed a far larger
portion of the populate obtaining college training
than ever before By no means all of the students
involved were totally content with what they
found, nor with its direct applicability (or lact of
it) to a career [heir coining stretched college
facilities and faculties to the utmost I heir relative
maturity and clear ,understanding of what college
might mean to them led to dissatisfactions which,
in turn; led in Many places to adjustments in the
undergraduate curriculum Then the peak of
that pent-up demand for college education passed
When my generation of Ph D 's came on the job
market in 1949 or so, the need for our services
was becoming much less than we had been led to
anticipate The early and middle 1950's were not a
comfortable time for colleges and universities and
their faculties, they were a period of restricted
funds and little development, with even tlit status
quo difficult to maintain.

And it was about twenty years ago- during the
period of these tutbac'ns that William Riley Par-
ker. building on the 6xperiern and interest in
language teaching and learning gained during the
Second World War, spearheaded the MLA's far-
sighted FL program The program itself was not a
graduate program, but by the time the next stage
developed in American education, the MLA's FL
program had helped to prepare the profession and
the country for it,

That next stage was the immediate post-sputnik
period, for roughly a decade after 1957 The
'd;ainatic, evidence of the Russian achievement in
science and technology led to a strong upsurge
of interest in learning in this country,, our place
in the world, and, indeed, national survival
seemed to depend on it The general public as-
sumed that knowledge produced and obtained at
colleges and universities was what might save us
High schools and colleges were encouraged to up-
grade their academic offerings, and students on
all levels manifested the strongest specifically
intellettual interest and commitment in the his-
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tory of An--rtcan education College curriculum
requirements were upgraded, particularly in the
fields of mathematics, foreign languages, and the
sciences Increasing masses of students including
the generation of the greatly expanded baby
crop of World War II and the immediate post
war period sought college education Existing
institutions, especially in the public sector,, grew
rapidly in size Community colleges were founded,
former two-year colleges became four-year col-
leges, former four-year state teachers colleges
became universities, and set out to vie in size and
quality-and demands `or funds with the already
established institutions

The post-sputnik era had a tremendous effect
on the nature and development of foreign language
offerings, departments, and programs. The charac-
ter of the already existing or newly upgraded
curriculum requirements brought masses of stu-
dents to foreign language. courses, particularly on
the first- and second -year levels Faculty having
desired qualifications Were in far too short supply,
and hence in the larger institutions graduate
teaching assistants came more and more to be
used, especially to teach elementary courses. This
meant more graduate students could be supported,
with resulting increased pressures for expanding
graduate programs Federal funds were made avail-
able tfor assisting in high schoc! offerings of
foreign languages At, the same time; the NDEA',,
through its Title IV programs, contributed directly
toward supporting graduate students preparing for
careers in teaching foreign languages in colleges
and universities, as well as in other fields. And, in
the so-called "new" fields of foreign languages,
language and area programs under NDEA Title VI
were developed in the national interest to help
institutions offer multidisciplinary programs, for
faculty* to he provided to teach them, and for
graduate students to be supported to take them.
The result was a rapid expansion of undergraduate
and graduate degree programs Only a few of these
new fields had had a modest existence in- this
country before the period in point, the Russian
(or the East European) field. the Chinese, and
perhaps one or two more.

That college education would become not only
universally available but also universally desired
was a generally held assumption in the early
1960's As increasing numbers of students came to
college, there was a rapid gowth of institutions,
departments, programs Facilities and qualified
faculty members were suddenly in short supply
Concern arose as to whether qualified faculty
could ever be produced rapidly enough or in



sufficient quantity.. even with the kind in assist-

ance provided by the government and the founda-
tions I he Ford Foundation launched a program
to encourage the production of PhD 's in less

time raising the question whether PhD, curricu-
la needed changing or whether students sap,
ported through a Ph ft program requiring constant
progress toward conclusion would in tact he able
to meet such expectations I his in turn raised
further questidns whether the requirement for a
"qualified' faculty should be changed and, with
the prospect of almost universal college attend
ante, whether the goals and purposes and hence
curricula of undergraduate education should he
changed One heard it seriously argued in some
quarters that colleges like high schools have the
duty to grant a degree to anybody who has
attended for the prescribed period of four years

The euphoria of these years passed rapidly
With the success of the American man-on-the-
moon program; the urgency of the intense pursuit
df knowledge was removed Elation over the
remarkable success of our space program was
quickly followed by dAilsionment over foreign
policy, especially the military involvement in Viet-
nam, and by =leasing concern over domestic
issues (the poor, the minorities, the educationally
underprivileged, the environment). These dissatis-
factions soon reached the point of violent confron,
tations at our institutions of higher learning
Among the general public, and also among mu-.
dents and to some extent the' faculty, there
developed an attitude giving far less primacy to
intellectual pursuits, and, indeed an environment
was created in which for a time those who wished
to learn or teach had difficulty in doing so The
public's attitude toward th- colleges changed
sharply: leading to great financial difficulties of
which the end is not in sight Although by the
beginning of ihe 1970's higher education had
become available to a wide- degree than ever

before, some students were beginning to find out
that what college offered was not what they
wanted, and there were dropouts from lack of
ability or lack of inclination for college False
notions of what a college education is and should
he have been gradually fading away, one of the
interesting signs of the times is a renewed and
expanded public interest in vocational and techni-
cal training on the post-high school level In the
aggregate, institutions of higher learning grew to
the point that they could atrrb the number of
students who came indeed. some are now suffer-
ing from having to seek how hest to utilize
facilities built during the rapid expansion,

Strong pressures arose for yet another revision
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of the undergraduate curriculum In the past, it
had been generally 1:eld that every college student
should increase his knowledge to his utmost in
tour full undergraduate years. Now strong pressure
developed to consider the college degree as repre-
senting a level of learning achievement,. whenever
and wherever obtained The argument was ad-
vanced that the level of high school training had
been so upgraded that part of it ought to be
directly usable for meeting college requirement' A
strong tendency has developed toward use of
national examinations (particularly CLEP) for
granting college credit for knowledge demonstrated
upon entry to college, and there are also pressures
for a wide availability of prepared examinations
for college course credit Concomitantly; there has
been a movement to bring in more and more
students from educationally underprivileged hack
grounds. while at the same time the thesis is

maintained by some that the specific undergradu-
ate curriculum requirements can be sharply_cut
back on the assumption that all students complet,
mg high school have academic -type knowledge of
far greater depth and breadth than in the past The
preposterous assertion has been made that young-
sters' i V watching has provided an across-the-board
educational equivalent of a number of college
courses. It has even been publicly ,suggested that
there should be a cutback in the overall level of
academic knowledge represented by the liberal arts
bachelor's degree that the degree should be basic-
ally redefined Curricular revisions have occurred
in numerous institutions, and in institutions where
such revisions have taken place there hag been a
strong tendency to cut back mathematics, and
foreign language requirements to as low a level as
they had before the upgrading of the 1960's, and
to make it possible for high school training to he
utilized as meeting part or all of the requirements
in these subjects Some institutions went so far as
to remove the foreign language requirement from
the curriculum entirely, however, few institutions
have been willing to accept the proposition that in
the world of today with the knowledge explosion
going on in all fields and with ntodern communica-
tions media bringing the world closer together
there is any justification for expecting students
receiving a particuLr degree to have substantially
less knowledge than has been expected in the past
One interesting sign of the times is that students
of minority groups seem to be showirg more and
more that they do not wish a curriculum that
could possibly he construed as something tailored
to inferior abilities

A reason for going into this much detail about
foreign language requirements in the curriculum is



not only the immed,ate effect upon college foreign
language enrc.Mients, but the chain reaction which
can be expected between any real lowering of
college curr:cular requirements in foreign language
and the continued availability of foreign language
training in the high schools So far: the cultural
and intellectual isolationism that would be implicit
in the removal of foreign language training from
the total editational experience of graduates of
our liberal arts colleges isonly a potential danger
In my judgment, the less time and more options
that sonic are calling for would mean less time in
studying mathematics. the natural sciences: and
foreign languages and if ever really accepted, the
possibility of their total disappearance from a
given student's academic experience This/ would
mean a completely new. definition of what college
is for, it would mark the end of a liberal
education, as it has hitherto been defined, and the
substitution for it of something quite dirferent
The removal of such skills and knowledge would
mean not more but fewer options, unless a student
takes more rather than less time in order to
restore options for which he did not qualify
himself at the optimum time I do not think
widespread acceptance of such a change is likely.
In the matter of changes in curriculum, as in other
types of change: I sense (I hope correctly ) that an
equilibrium has been Jr is about to be reached It
seems to me that a new plateau is developing in
undergraduate foreign language enrollment expec-
tations. so that rati:mal staff planning can be
resumed by college departments And it is clear
that our product our Ph D 's is still in demand I

think it ss ill continue to he Hence our delibera-
tions about what the Ph.D 'in foreign language
fields ought to be like can be carried on in a sense
of responsibility to the profession and the public,
rather than a sense of'crisis although, to he sure,
the next few years are going to he difficult and
painful, and we are going to need to call on the
government at various levels (and on the founda-
tions) for ways of best meeting the problems that
have arisen and will arise

Before looking specifically at the question of the
research component of the Ph 1) , perhaps we
should make sonic generalizations about the de-
sired qualities of all college teachers in foreign
language fields, including teachers with the Ph I)
There has always been a touchy "conflict of
interest" between command of the foreign lan-
guage itself and the ability and willingness to teach
that language as language,. on the one hand, and
the competence to teach the substantive fields of
literature and linguistics of that language, on the
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other Some y ears ago the nOtion was prevalent
that qualified natives could he found to teach all
feign language courses willingly dad cheaply, and
that the only-thing needed was an Instructor with
native knowledge of a foreign language to work
together with a trained linguist who would need
no knowledge of the language whatever This idea
was found to he, at best, a stopgap measure until
natives of the foreign langua-e could be properly
trained to teach their language to Americans or
until Americans could be foc..id to teach the
foreign language.

The first of the qualifications of the teacher of
a foreign language as such is that he possess an
adequate mastery of that language If he does not
have native knowledge of that language; his gradu-
ate training or early professional position should
include the possibility of residence or study in the
country where the language is spoken natively, and
for revisiting from time to time . ft refresher
experience in the language itself '.II students
preparing to teach a foreign langui."-- in college
should, furthermore, he given the opportunity to
teach the language, under supervision, while in
graduate school, it would be desirable for them to
have had a course in language leaching techniques,
including familiarity with available language text-
books. All of them should have had though study
of the linguistics of the latigu'age so that what they
say about the nature, structure, and phonology of
the language will be scientifically accurate, or at
least not stupidly erroneous.. This training in
linguistics is as necessary,, or perhaps e.cn more so,
for the language teacher who is a natl.,: speaker of
the foreign language being taught. When properly
qualified native speakers are available, it is'usually
advisable that they be the teachers of advanced
conversation and composition courses

College third-year and higher level courses in a_
foreign liteiature and all courses in its linguistics
require substantive knowledge of th°
and should he taught by individuals Who have
received graduate-level training in these fields,
ideally to the point of having real mastery of the
up-to-date knowledge of the subject field.

There are three fields of research in the area of
foreign languages, (1) how to teach the language
as language, (2) its linguistics, as a field of
knowledge, and (3) its literature, as a field of
knowledge Research in how to teach a foreign
language is an appropriate subject for a Ph.D. in
education rather than a foreign language depart-
ment as such. A program to produce such a
researcher should operate with close cooperation
between the school of education ,and the appro-
priate foreign language department, it would in-



volve direct experimentation in effective means of
teaching the foreign language to English-speaking
students in this country. lhere is continuing need
for such research, which is in lamentably Short
supply and is needed to make it possible to
replace unsubstantiated assertions with factual
knowledge concerning the relative effectiveness of
particular means and methods of teaching foreign
language. A person receiving a degree in this field
would be preparing for a post in a school of
education, or better, a joint appointment in
teacher education and in a foreign language depart-
ment.

The Ph.D.'s produced by a language department
will be specialisti in the literature or the linguistics
of that language, or a combination of the two,
perhaps with further competence in one or more
additional fields Specialization in the linguistics of
a foreign language has become more popular in
recent' years-particularly in the "new." language
fields it seems to be more and more accepted in
the "older" languages as well. However, it would
seem that the far greater number of specialists in
language departments will continue to be in
literature,, There should be an appropriate linguis-
tics component in the literary specialist's training,,
just as there should be an 'appropriate literature
component in the linguist's training. 1 sense a
hopeful sign in the increasing attention that seems
to be given to the study of poetics and the
aesthetic use of language- the place where the
interests of the linguist and the literature specialist
converge.

This gets us to the question of the research
component of the Ph.D. and its relationship to the
preparation of college and university teachers. I

propose to risk carrying a coal to Newcastle in
arguing that the so-called "conventional disserta-
tion," properly applied and properly extended to
new combinations and new approaches, is not at
all an impediment to good college teaching, but,
on the contrary, is a necessary adjunct to it, I

shall conclude by discussing briefly some of the
problems of the "new" language fields, and some
implications which study in these fields may
possibly have for the more traditional ones.

We should have clearly in mind what we mean
by a "traditional" dissertation Perh,aps we can agree
on the following definition.

A dissertation must be a scholarly study which pro-
vides a substantial original contnbution to knowl-
edge. Its three principal requirements are (1)
sufficient unity, complexity and magnitude; (2)
thoroughness, and (3) consistent method ... The
subject must be so selected that it can be investi-
gated thoroughly within the discertauon, using a
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consistent method, in such fashion that all the
relevant materials are examined in the dissertation
itself, and the conclusions of the dissertation flow
from the evidence directly presented in it.

This definition is one that could be used in any
humanistic discipline, and perhaps many others.
Such a definition can include new approaches to
learning, new tools, new subject areas or combina-
tions, contemporary as well as older. It is a

definition which will make it possible for the
doctoral candidate to fit into the learned com-
munity of his colleagues in the entire range of
disciplines of a college or university. My depart-
ment gives its students 'the following advice about
preparing for a dissertation.

The student should start reading widely in the field
of the proposed dissertation as soon as he can
define his interest in it, and then center in more
and more toward the specific subject. He must be
knowledgeable in the broad field of the disserta-
tion; he must read in it enough to be at home in
it, to know what kind of research is going on in it,
to be aware of the basic opimons and interpreta-
tions and of problems end possible solutions, and
to have an understanding of the position and
Importance of the subject in the field.

The old dichotomy of difference in aim and focus
between undergraduate and graduate learning still
holds' the undergraduate's focus is on learning the
central portion of what is known about a particu-
lar subject, the graduate's focus is on the limits of
knowledge in a particular subject, so as to discover
where advances in knowledge may be fruitfully
attempted. As knowledge in a particular field
advances, the center of knowledge changes, and
much that was considered knowledge is replaced
by new knowledge. The graduate teacher, by
definition, should be interested in the advance of
knowledge. But the undergraduate teacher as well
must be always aware of the current state of
knowledge in the field in which he is teaching, and
must continually evaluate critically current knowl-
edge and its limits, new knowledge and its impor-
tance. I submit that doing a doctoral dissertation
gives the best experience, not only for preparing
the future researcher, but also for giving the future
college and university teacher the opportunity and
impetus to learn a field well enough to discover
the limits and limitations of knowledge about it
As regards literary study, here he can learn the
difference between sensibility and sense, between
impressionism and knowledge, and how sensibility
and impressionism can, through scholarship, result"
in sense and knowledge

0 1.



When the graduate student passes his M A and
Ph D. preliminary examinations,, he proves that he
possesses adequate command of the current knowl-
edge in the fields .n which he is examined for
general substantive undergraduate teaching. Until
that khowledge is out of date,. he can use it tor
teaching. even though he may still lack the
teaching dimension that the PhD, dissertation' can
give him The non-Ph D.'s knowledge will go out
of date,. if he does not systematically keep it alive
and fresh The Ph D.'s knowledge will go out of
date, too, it he does not keep up In practice, the
only effective way of "keeping up" is by re.mam-
ing oneself at the threshold of knowledge, by
working toward producing new knowledge.

New knowledge must he tested by those capa-
ble of testing it -in the humanities as well as ,in
the natural sciences or anyWhere else New knowl-
edge has not been totally attained until it has been
worked out and then tested not only against the
relatively ineypenenced perceptions and limited
knowledge of our students, but against the percep-
tion and knowledge of our peers. Here hes the
entire crux of the question of publication new
knowledge cannot be considered knowledge until
it has become publicly known and had the
opportunity to he tested He who has done a
dissertation has learned from experience not only
how to but that he can solve a problem of some
magnitude and complexity. If he can solve that
problem, then he has shown that he has developed
disciplined ways that can he used for solving
further problems

The graduate student should obtain practice in
doing both of the kinds of research writing that he
will do if he becomas an active scholar; the
hook- length manuscript and the article Unlike the
situation in some other fields, the book remai is in
our field perhaps the central vehicle for presenting
new knowledge to an appropriate public. The
other viable means of publishing reseatch, of
course, is the article of publishable length which
means about twenty pages in double-spaced type-.
script As a graduate student I was given the
advice I have used ever since that term papers and
seminar papers be within this scope so that-tine
will he obtaining practice in choosing subjects and
treating them in a manner appropriate for one's
later career. Doing such course papers also can
prepare the student for writing the chapters of his
dissertation and for the articles which he may
draw from it,, for reworking course and seminar
papers until they have publishable depth and
contribution, and fo.-- writing on new subjects The
dissertation gives indispensable experience, under
supervision, for tackling a relatively large problem
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and dividing it up into manageable pieces- and of
organizing this complexity into a suitable unity. A
dissertation, like a book,'Is much more than the
sum of its chapters no limited number of separate
studies can be an adequate substitute for it. At the
same time, a dissertation in our field today should
not, in my judgment,. itself he or aim at the
precise nature of a book. It is a rare dissertation
that can be published as a _book without substan-
tial revision to make it accessible to a wider
audience. A book on (or including) the subject of
a dissertation can be built upon what has been
demonstrated there and can use selectively for
illustration the thorough and detailed presen-
tation of evidence in the dissertation Thus the
dissertation gives the serious scholar-to-be invalu-
able experience in preparing him for his future
books. At the sajne time, it gives to him or to any
other teacherundergraduate or graduate--the in-
dispensable experience of getting deeply enough
Into a field to be able to give a critical evaluation
not only of what is considered knowledge in the
field at a particular moment but also of further
developments in that knowledge during his teach-
ing career.

My title suggested that I would have something
to say, about the "new" language fields. What I
have said so far is about equally. applicable to all
language fields, f should think, and much of it
may have considerably broader application. The
central characteristic in opening uP these new
language fields has been that in very case it has
involved multidisciplinary study -an approach fa-,
miliar enough to classicists, but not hitherto
applied in this country fo modern languages and
literatures. Only in the last two or three years
have a few isolated programs in "German Stud-
ies"' and "French Studies" begun to appear.

First let me say a word about the development
of the new fields. Since World War II'the Slavic
field has developed from something barely existing
to a field accepted on an \academic par with far
more traditional disciplines in many important
American institutions. There has also been enor-
mous growth and development in Latin American
studies, so that Latin American literattes and
cultures are being studied in their o right
rather than as an adjunct to European Spanish or
KIrtuguese literature and culture. NeW fields of
language and area study have developed in African-
languages and literatures, the languages and litera-
tures of the. Middle East, of South Asia (India,
Pakistan, and others), of East Asia (China, Japan,
Korea), and now, of Southeast Asia (the Philippines,
Vietnam, Thailand: Indonesia)



For all these fields, the questions 01 curriculum,
standards, examinations, the research components
of degiees, the attitude. toward language, knowl-
edge (in breadth and depth) have had to be looked
at freshly Questions have had to he raised on how
to teach the individual language what research
possibilities exist in its linguistics, what research
possibilities exist in its literature; including perhaps
its folk literature. and, in some areas, the interrela-
tion between the arts and literature and the
Importance of the varicniN arts in the culture A
particularly interesting qUestion has arisen, espec-
ially in the study of the non-Christian cultures.
the relationship of religion to culture; and of
religion and culture to an understanding and
appreciation of the literature. Some'of these fields
have an extensive tradition of study and research
in the native language. In some of them, such as
Russian; the massive modern research has been
from a point of view quite different from that of
Western scholarship and is intertwined with an
established ideology quite different from our way
of thinking- though the technical level of the
scholarship is sufficiently high that it must be
taken into account in any serious study. An
interesting question flows from this should new
knowledge produced in this country with regard to
Russian literature be from the point of view of the
Russians o'r of the Americans" If of the Russians,
which Russians" Flow successful can we be in
living up to what our Soviet ,mends call "bour-
geois objectivism" Should new knowledge of
Latin American literature be from the point of
view of the European Spaniard or Portuguese; of
the Latin' American, or of a native of this

_country" Should study of India be from the point
of view of the Hindu scholar, or the Urdu,: or the
Pakistani, or the _American" Or of all of them?
The saute question can he asked in each country
'the answer 'seems _to be that new knowledge
produced must take into account the point of
view of the native of the country, involved
knowledge to he tested not only by Americans
but by natives and seholars of the country and
civilization involved However, the point of view
of the scholarship need not be and cannot he
expected to be identical' with that of the native
Religion and culture, particularly as regards the
arts, are likely to play a much-more central role in
scholarship and understanding than we have been
inclined to grant them explicitly in our own
scholarship with regard to the West.

I should like to raise the question whether
German scholarihip or French scholarship or Ital-
ian scholarship in this country should he expected
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to fit snugly into scholarship being done in
Germany, France, Italy. Is a book on French
literature the better or worse for being first
published in France" In my undergraduate and
graduate days, I found the Gallic point of view of
Legois and Cazamian stimulating as casting a

different light on English litelature I can tell you
from experience that the Russians read and react
to Western scholarship in the fields of Russian
linguistics and Russian literature. Our students in
the -field *Russian literature cannot be allowed
to remain ignorant of scholarship on that literature
published in other countries-particularly Ger--
many,: France, Scandinavia, Holland, Italy. Krtowl-
edge of German and French is indispensable for'
our students My questio:: to our brethren in
English and American literature is one of puzzled
incredulity; how can it be seriously argued that a
writer of a dissertation in your field can get by on
what has been and is being (written in the english
language alone"

Problems the so- called "new" language fields
face are manifold: How many languages may or
should be learned" What level of competence
should be required in each? How can a reasonable
balance he established between breadth of knowl-
edge desired in the larger field and depth in a
more limited area of it', How "pc larizing" for
Americans, and how basic, should be the focus of
research and teaching" How can one gb about
finding appropriate research methods for handling
studies of "culture,;" particularly as regards the
other arts, and also religion or ideology, in
connection with literature" As was recently
pointed out in the Lambert report,: the language
and area studies in the East European area
(including the Russian) have remained far more
diselplint-oriented in the-usual sense than have the
others.

If I hpl life and time I would like to speak of
the desirability for means of support to be found
for team-oriented research or groupings of suitable
dissertation topics, something that can be done
with students still having the degree of individual-
ity and responsibility we expect ipj them in their
dissertations. I shall speak Just ehOugh to mention
three areas of my own personal interest in

OnOstudents of mine are working the, first is n the
nature of Russian Romanticism, in its manifesta-
tion' in Russia itself and then hi comparison and
contrast with this literary movement in Western
EurOpe, (Generalizations about the 2.uropean Ro-
mantic ,movement need to include the Russians,
but if the attempt is made to do so, the Romantic
period and its antecedents in at least France,

\,



England, and Germany
,
may have to he loaked

into2`turther I am interested in the problem of
what happened to literary genres in Pushkin's
time, and particularly in his, use of them, and my
students are tackling them cane at a time to find
out. 1 am interested in the application of the
computer to the study of poetics I am approach-
ng completion of a large-scale project on Pun-

kin's rhymes utilizing the computer, with two
,othert.poets as controls The methdds used need to

t'

he applied to a number of other petets, so as to
learn more tau how to interpret artistically this
technic I -aspect of a poet's works, and so also to

"develop a new history of Russian rhyming the
methods and computer programs used -have been
devised so as to be adaptable, at least to a

considerable degree,, to studying the poetics of,

other literatures And I would be further along in
that study if it had not been interrupted for the
preparation of this paper

TIIE,1966-67 STE' DY OF TIIK. MO, IN ENGLISH AND A11ER1C 1N LITERATURE_::
REVIEW' UM! CERTAIN ATTENDANT REMARKS

W1-11,N"-11ike Shugrue asked me to review the 1967
study: I agreed lather too easily At the time I

thought it' would he a relatively simple and
pleasant task simply to pay tribute to the men
who inspired the study and to recall the pleasant
opportunity offered those- of us on the English
`Advisory Committee to meet with department
chairmen throughout the country. For they were
pleasant times We talked amiably and excitedly
about the demand for our' graduates We gloated
over the increases in our enrollments and budgets,
Ad over the distinguished professors that we had
been able to steal from one another We were even
able to laugh without animosity about our col-
leagues who speM more time in, Europe on
research grants than they did sharing the load of
our departments And m true entrepreneurial argot
we ;talked of speeding up production,. getting the
bulge out of the pipeline, and acquiring more
manpower and developing more efficiency, It was
an age 'of innocence; and it was only five years
ago

1 he fundamental purpose of the 1967 study
was to expile ways in which we could meet the
startling demand for college teachers of English
Since 1967, as I need not tell this audience, that
demand has dwindled into a shadow of what it
was }fence while manv of the recommendations in
the study 'sal! retain some vitality, the study
taken as a whole seems dated, evel quaint. We
made two major assumptions that with the help of
hindsight we realize now we should not have
made the first was that the great demand for our
graduates would continue indeftnit 'Ihe second

\s.
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was that our graduate programs, if a little ineffi-
cient,t'were ,sound enough not to require any

questio'ning of their ends and means
The first assumption, that the great demand for

our graduates would continue indefinitely, seemed
wholly reasonable Supporting statistics, for exam-
ple,. were awesome Gove-nment experts estimated
that there had been six million undergraduates in
American colleges and universities in 1965. and
that this number was increasing by a quarter
million cacti year They predicted seven million for
1969 and, with further acceleration, nine million

,for 1975 English majors there had been 61.000
of them as far hack as 1962-1963 were increasing
at the rate of 15"; annually. And Don Alien's
statisticians estimated that "within several years"
80,000 additional se 'twos of freshman I nglish

Allenhave to he organized, Additionally. the
Allen report surmised that two thousand universi-
ties, four-year colleges, and community and junior
colleges were "hungering for Ph D's urEnglish
and- new community and junior colleges were
opening their doors every months, "( -an this short-
age he solved," the Allen report asks, 'or should
we regard it as Chronic''' Note that there is no
intimation in this questi-trt that tfie shortage might

'disappear for reasons outside our profession In-
deed,. Allan Cartter's prediction of a cAnstracting
market was laughed off as arrant nonsense
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D rn English should require no mote than f6ur
years of fultune study following the B A." there
were murmurs in the regional diseussuins that
some of these recommendations were unpractical;
especially the one requiring all students to engage
in ft.11-tune stwly Where was their financial
support to conic' irons'' But the majority were in a
hrneful if not a joyops mood Graduate deans,
W, idow Wits m the 'federal government the
student himself -nr'even God would supply

There was do recommeridabon, it might he

nOted, that gradbate faculties help their last-year
students, find work The general attitude at the
regional meetings,. now one that most of us would
find shacking, fas,,that eb-finding was the stu-
dents' problem The best of them, we kept telling
oarselve, had jobs by the end of January, and the
others managed somehow

Taken as a whole; though,. the recommenda,
lions that emeite'd from the 1967 study were
saft'ary The p., es were clogged and our graduate
programs had not been adequately adjusted to the
needs of the time or to the enormous increase in
our subject matter No the real weaknesse4 in the
1967 study can be found not so much in what we
dud as in what we dui not do We foun,l,ways of
speeding up the doctoral program but v e 'nev'r
asked ourselves tf in its current farm it were worth
speeding up We asked questions of efficiency, but
not of yandity We assumed thaLour ,graduate
programs, if a little mefficient were ba,sically
sound We failed, in short, to engage in ar
organued process of evaluation

Our neglect in this regard can in ;art be
expla,ned {he demand for our products seemed
to indicate that our protedma were valid Hence
to have thrown our doctoral work as a whole into
question at a ',me when only more graduates
seemed to he needed would have seemed an act of
caprice, even folly like tearing down t, a'car when
all it seems to need is an adjustmen, of the t:mer
furthermore; it can be ^rgued that some evalua-
tion ci,d take place I here was some discussion,. for
example; of the usefulness of foreign anguage
examinations, of the comprehensive examinations,

the dissertation. The final oral drew so much
fire that the study's recommendation was to
throw it out

furthermore, certain items on the questionnare
eh( ited 'hat by courtesy might ht calif d evalua-
tions, Throurh the responses to thew fir exam-
ple, we letin d .that the great majority of the
thairmcn Ind graduate professors plated high vale:
on foreign language examinations though most of
them seldom read any thing in the languages in
which rhea were once examined, tit,d though they



rely gave assignments)in foreign language texts.
iney also placed high value on the comprehensive
examination tough 37`';. wanted to increase its
scope. 45'-1, to reduce ),ts scope, and to
eliminate I, altogether

The responses of recent recipients'of the degree
were not much me e illuminating They indicated
that a whopping 83`i, of the recent recipients
believed that the examination had heed valuable,
that two-thirds of them looked back on the
research for their dissertatins as being "exciting
and absorbing,;" and that 56''1. of them were 'even
willing to treasure memories c their final oral In
ranking the various aspects of their programs in
impertance; however, they put their courses first,
independent study second, ;Ind '+'ie dissertation
third Among their copi-,'Iait.s,, the language exam-
inations were an easy winner,. courses second; and
the Old English reitinrement third The compre-
hensive examination and the history of the lan-
guage requirement finished just out of the money
It was comforting, of course, to receive the
equivalent ot at least a bronze medal from our
former students. But as more than one cynic
pointed out, aslting those who had successfully
completed the program whether they approved it
was like asking millionaires whethef they approve
of the capitalistic system

No,. however much we may try; we cannot
honestly conclude that the study Jf 1967 resulted
in the kind of searching analysis or evaluation that
would have made it a landmark in tin- history of
the profession We bandied about such words as
"valuable" and ."useful' without first agreeing on
our standards for value and usefulness We ground-
ed our ,discussions in the immediate need for more
college teachers, rot in the continuing needs of
society for information and perspective and vision

let me try to he more specific about th-se
name limitations of the 1967 study not because I
want to belabor the study unduly,. but because
reftgctions on its limitations may suggest appor-
tunities for these meetings in Au-..11 In my
Opinion there were three major areas in which we
especially failed in 1967 to scrutinize. carefully
enough our training of what we were pleased to
call our "promising young scholar-teacners One
of toese concerned their training as teachers, the
other two their training as sec; oars By means of
a short Sktcratic dialogue I should like to suggest a
sample lut of questi,aning in each area that might
have bi:"en explored in the 1967 regional meetings
but never was

With respect to our obligation to develop
capable college teachers we contented ourselves, as
N on already It nov, , with recommending that there
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he limitd but supervised teaching in the second
and third years of a s'udent's graduate study.
I Imre was no attempt to connect this :-_aining
with the i,io,,Hral program as such. Vt e never asked
ourselves such primary questions as the following.
My homemade Socrates speaks first

Socr Su you English professors believe that
society needs many more college teachers
ot

Proj yes, they are in great demand

Soo. And they get their tormal training in your
graduate programs?

Proj Yes

Scer What do you' trait; a Ph D candidate in
English to teach?

Prof PAinarilv writing; Englist and American
literature, and the English tanguage

Socr And how do you tram him to teach these
subjects"

Proj By helping him to lean the nature and
history of English And American literature
and a little about !lie nature and history of
the Pimivage

do not help the candidate to improve
his %dune and learn about the nature of

. Socr

writing?

Prof No Ile was supposed to do those things
when he was a freshman in college

,,ocr But 'oil do train this candidate to teach
th se three subjects though you ignore the
thepry and practice of one of them?

Prof Train him to teach? Well,'not exactly You
see We rather assume :hat he will be able
to teach after he has sat in our classes, and
has teught several sections oi out freshman
program

er Alt,, so you senior professors of English
loin with these young candidates in teach-
ing freshmen so that you can be sure that
the candidates are excellently trained as
teas.,,ers?

Prot No, of course not, We Wye freshman
Pnglish to a supervisor who seems tb like
that sort ot thing We think he i probably
training our Ph.D. candidates quite well.

Sher But io don't know 'that he, is trom
pee mat observation')

Prof No

Smr So %Hike you don't know that he is, you
test these candidates on their ability to
Mach before granting them their degrees')

Pro! No 'Sc, I said we sort o, aiume that



Socr In short, you die mar.talaing that %Into,
should support you because you turn out
teachers of writing and literature and lan-
guage but you neither help to train them
to teach mese subjects nor do ou lest
them to see w heftier they an teach these
subjeL ts

Pro/ Now look here

Such a line of questioning, or something
similar to it was never part of the 11)67 study.
Thee never was any suggestion,. in my hearing at
least, that the preparation of our candidates as
teachers might properly he integrated st ith their
preparation as scholars, that the comprehensive
examination might appropriately require the candi-
date rt, devise a !bode! course, or Pl.ver a lecture,
of indicate the critical approaches that might be
most promising teaching, say, Huck/diem' I inn
to sophomores, or to lead a discussion of under-
graduates In short, we slid around a' r est every-
titling that might have made the 1967 conferences
historic for the teaching of college English,

We slidaround almost everything that would
have made it historic for resecali in English UM-
We never -asked really searching questions about
either the comprehensive e ruination or the dis-
sertation Such as these, for example, on the
examination

Socr So your Ph 1) to English plays a useful
role' in society as a scholar as w "l as a
teacher

Prot \ es

Soo. What does ;e do as a scholar"

Prof A great many things lie recovers lost
information lie develops and evaluates
evidence. He reasons carefully from tested
Pl-mmses to conclusions, He restores texts
to the author's last intentions. Hecompiles
reference works of all kiwis He uses a
variety of i.nucal approaches in interpret-
ing and evaluating literary-works He writes
critical biographies",and literary lust ones

,Sur Those all seem like difficult but valuable
teininques You train the Ph 1) candidate
so that he develops each of these tech-
niques"

Proj les

Sou How do you itaMi him

Prof Principally, we hatfe him take a ,:riety ut

period and genre course~ and seminars 'n
Inglish and American literature

So,r And as a result of rakmg these Lourses
leases all o: 'cchniques or skills you
have just named"

Proj Well, we can't he sure, but he certainly
gets expod to many of them.

So, r But yqu can't he sine that all of your
4 Ph I) candidates learn all of these scholarly

techniques through their courses and seen=
,

mars"

Proj

. (47

No.

So to_make sure that all of your candidates
have developed these skills before you
graduate' them, you test then proficiency
in what you call a preliminary or compre-,
herisive examination"

Proj No. At least not altogether

Soer, This? is surprising What do you test the

candidate for on this long examination"

P rof Pr7manly for his knowledge of English and
American literature.

Socr His knowledge of these literatures? but
you said that as a scholar he is useful
because he can discover and evaluate evi-
dence, rests e texts to their author's last
infentions, use a variety of critical ap-
proaches, arid. all those other skills you
mentioned.

Prof Yes, but we're also Interested in discover-
ing the breadth and accuracy of his read-
ing. In some departments we test him over
as many as riltie periods of English and
American literature. We want to know
whether he has read so well 'hat he can
recall facts about important works from
Beowulf to Herzog.

Soer Y ott test his recall because recall w,/1 be
very important when he later N. s artiLles
and hooks for publicati"n"

No1 Oh no A scholar would be foolhardy to
depend upon his memory when lie is

writing for puldiLation

Socr

Prof

this is very contusing. You test the young
scholar tora skill that ht will not use but
do not test him for all of the techniques or
skills that lie_will use'

Well, not quite I said That w hope he'll
develop most of these other skills in his
doses and seminars

Soo- In short, then, you ate telling me that
society should support you because you
train It Lily skilled scholars, but you are
not %tat that Nall at your Ph.D. candidates
are trained, in, all of the scholarly skills and
vet test them only for a skill that, once
graduated, they would L toc'hardy to use.

Prc.; Now ;sok here .

Oserdrawn" Maybe 'gut I hope you will admit
iota it contains one line of questioning that any
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rigorous study of trir I) progr on is obligated
to pursue I heard literally no one at the 1967
meetings suggest that there might he something
inconsistent in the nature of our examinat-m,

I now turn to the dissertation,, and because of
its particular relevat for these meetings I shall
spend inure time or. it than I have on either
teacher training or the comprehensive examina-
tions -

As it did with other aspects of the doctoral
program the i967 study I am afraid, examined
the dissertation primarily to see whether work on
it could he speeded up without substantial loss in
the training of the can date The questionnaire
contained ten items on the dissertation, almost all
of them directed to recent recipients of the
degree and almost all of them mconsequentici
except as they revealed inefficient use of tune.
I he items dealt with the length of the dissertation,
the r.asons for selecting the area, the source for
the specific sub cts, the relative success with the
first subject selected, assistance given by directors,
and. in retrospect the attitude toward the research
required Department chairmen, graduate profes-
sors. and recent recipients were all asked for their
attitudes toward substitutions for the traditional
dissertation Only the graduate professors were
permitted a judgment involvrng the quality of the
dissertation Itself How did they evaluate the
dissertations they had recently read" In siren-

answersis Don Cameron Allen observed; they
-more or less rushed to the safety of the middle
I hey remembered 1hUllt l(r as being substantial
contributions to scholarship and criticism; slightly
less thrn ,1$ being of no value and all of the
others as Doug merely so-so From the question-
naires and the regional discussions two r %Mtn-
mendations emerged one ill the dissertation
should he of such scope that it could he cum,
pieted within twelve months of full-time study,
and two, that it might be either a monograph or a
group of related essays

I he failure to tackle the problem of the quality
or significance of the scholarship we sponsor in our
graduate pirrgrams was, as I look hack on it now,,
one of the s tritest i!.sappointraents of the 1907
study It is a failure that is hard to account foa,
too, since standards for scholarship were an issue
then, job shortage or no job shortage

If for no other season: it was an issue because
standards were becoming more and more uncertain
as the historically oriented dissertation gave way
to critical studies, the expo .ion "contribution to
knowledge served well as a criterion of escel-
knee and still does for the rape reporting lost
or forgotten or 0% -looked historical facts, tenden-

)

Lies; influences and rite like 13111 such subjects
were trying up in 1007, they're it shorter supply
today; and may he almost extinct after ten more
years and at least ten faousand more dissertations
There is only so much to be learned about
Shakespeare's quartos, Melvillf'S antics in the
South Seas, and Emerson's deht to Carlyle. How
completely s'uden's are having to scrounge for
topics in areas other than literary history became
evident to me again the past fall. Of the first sixty
letters of appl.cation I received, seven reported
dissertation topics clearly in the area of literary
history,. two were in linguistics, three in editing,.
four in interdisciplinary areas, and forty-four in
literary criticism of one kind or another. ('an all
of these be considered "rontributions to knowl.
edge "' since the term is disappearing from our
catalogues there must he some silent agreement
among us that they cmnot What,. then,, arc our
criteria for excellence" Is ingenuity enough" (A
demonstration, for example, that all of the Impor,
tant events in flu ,,Inzhassadors occur on Christian
holidays ) Is any new nterpretation enough" (An
argument, for example, that Mark Twain's best
work began .n 1897 with i °flowing the Lquator )
Is a gesture toward the interdiscrnlinary enough"
IA Freudian interpretation of three Shakespearean
plays,, for example.. by - student who knows Freud
only by the popular cIrches.)

lc it was unfortunate that we did not consider
in detail the quality of our dissertations in 1967
it was even more unfortunate it seems to me, that
we did not raise the issue of the purpose or
valwirty of the dissertation. Is its basic purpose to
train graduate students in scholarly techniques"
Not primarily,. since th'y can ,earn those through
rerninar papers Is it to train graduate students to
prepare a, write a book-length study" Apparently
not Even in 1967 we felt that a group of related
essays might serve instead of a monograph Is its
purpose to add to knowledge or understanding" If
so whose knowledge or whose understanding"
Whom is the .andidate addressing in this tedious
effort that leaves his face ashen and his hair gray
before Its tune

Are we training tne student to write in a

vacuum" If so, we are destroying his hope of
usefulness .his pride in himself as a responsible
human being. Are we training him to write for us"
If so. we are more self serving and presumptuous
than trtrr worst critics claim that we are Are we
training him to write for scholars present and
,..holars triton!' If so fr'e are encouraging an
elitism that socrety may not be willing to tolerate
indefinitely Or should we be training the graduate
student to write for the public at large as welt as



lOr his liainilhilee shiers m his held' I he idea
is intriguing X sense it this larger audience might
gite the student a greater heeling of purpose, it
would link our actin ties with public concerns, and
it might even result in considerably better writing

Let me pursue Ito, subicct of our relation with
the public a hit turther 1 ten in I907,, despite the
demand for our graduates; we were not the
public's darlings I he f, tolerated us not because we
are teachers and scholars of literature but because
they though: we taught dear and useful writing
[het still do You know what happens when you
are inirtl,haled as a professor of I nghsh Someone
intariablt rcfflarks that he'll have to watch his
grammar Who ever asks what is new in Victorian
literature, or hots tour s,t ". on I raherne is

cor ,.ig along, or est'n what resear0 you're en--
gaged in Nt the last meeting of the MMIA, Rill
St haeter nut it esen more detastatmgly "It is not
a matter of our bating a nad image or an

inaccurate image,' he said, "the problem is that at
present we do not eten make a reflection How
can sse talk about, mud] less meet, our obligations
to society ,,then society barely knows we exist'"
!bete is only one st qemcnt in the whole Allen
report that hears on our relations to society as a
whole It goes Ins way ( an the currftulum for
the doctorate in I ngbsh be shorn of its unrealistic
accretions and Lomeried into a seri. iceahle ammo

unitormit administered procedure sensibly ad-
justed in all its requirements to the public obliga-
tions eit the profession of this century °'" I hat is

all It should hate h the heart of the entire
stddy

o the same \111 L,1 meeting N'-s Dolores
Minor, issistant to the superintendent id the
isetroir public school system, sent a paper in
which she argued impressitely that what concerns
sOLiety most deeply t 1day 1,, its own sursi I It
supports what it believes will ii"'n it to surtite, it
will cut oft support trom what it thinks wilt not
help it to survive Vv'e can talk unendingly among
ourselves about our concern for "the eternal
verities' or literature as the criticism of lite" or
'the unitersal and omnipresent need tot humane
ktters.,- but unless we can translate thew cliches
into something that society feels is important
its sursisal 03) at :east the quality of that sum-
sal we may well forfeit society support therc
are ominous signs that this may he happening

Note that the Congress rettlitl cleated an

Ot !KC of l ethnological Assessme-it to ..t as a

watchdog on reSeartri Note that the
Office of i duration no longer supports research in
literature Note how in reasmgly catetill the Ni Il
has beonne with rc,p-ct to the plop is it sup-

ports "cote how many of us in state umyet.sities
hate had to justify ourselves as teachers before we
can rectnte allocations for research leases, Note
the demand for behavioral objectives now creeping
upward to the college level Note the new empha-
sis or accountability with its attendant emphasis
on quantification Note how tlie center for deo-
s.,m-making is moving outside the university to
unions, legislatures, and educational commissions
Note the drop in the last six years in public
confidence in our education,,! leaders from 61`,.'i to
ty:'. Note the continuing antipathy for the college
professor, especially a professor in the humanities,
as a fat cat hiding behind his cloak of tenure and
sacrificing his studmnts for the sake of his articles
and books A colleague of mine; recently attending
a meeting of parents "of Iowa undergraduates in
Ottumwa, came away unnerved by the attacks on
the university Those parents only partially knew
what we are about, and what they knew they
didn't like Yet Iowa in the past has been generous
to higher education

Now,, I'm not here primarily t delis, t a

ierennad And I don't think that our profession is
L,cung down the drain tomorrow, But 1 uo think
that over the long haul ahead then. is a real threat

our future as scholars, and maybe even as
,eahers, unless we can more expIn itly relate qur
activities to society's basic concern, for the nature
and quality of its survival Scienti-'s have under-

ood the need to do this I hat is why they write
not only for their stet journals hot also for

Jule num. Pm 11(4(4.'1' I odal*,
.1.1d a tariet9 of other- journals published for
tat inen BdI St.haeter's idea of a journal for
lay men in our field atilt he too strongly sup-
porte,I But the thousands of dissertations heing
produced esery year offer an even more promising
means of relating to the public? U1011 shorn we
depend Why shouldn't we emourage our stud its
to write not only for their., peers )gut ills , of
laymen' Why shouldn't they be encouraged, may-
be even required, to write up aspects of their work
for the Sunday New York loner or the St : Lulls
poi /Joon( or any oth responskhle publication
read by laymen' II only a small proportion of
their efforts get published, the puhltL would at
least to that extent be better informed of who ,se
are arid what we're doing Moreover., nothing, I

submit would be more 'likely to discourage a

student tr m writing a trivial dissertation than the
threat of hating to submit part of it to the puhln

Again, I let my poor-man's Socrates take over
But this will he the last time becauseis-Cou still
see, he is beginning to' get .tsut of hand
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Pro,

Socr
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Prof

.S'oer

Prof

/
'Socr

So you consider the dissertation as !be
capstone of your doctoral proitram9

Yes

And you spend much (I Your time direct,
ing students who are %%mine dissertanons9

Yes

And you do this because you think the
time is usefully spent'

Yes

How many of your
important scholarship
their doctorates')

Almost a:l of them
Ironed

students engage in
after they receive

something pub-

No. You misunderstand me How many of
them will become really productive schoh
arc, producing, that is. one or two hooks
beyond their disserations'

Well, it you put it that way, maybe about
ten percent

Ten percent! And you spend all of this
time and effort on dissertations thodgh
,unety percent of your graduates will not
be really productive scholars Why sto you
continue this strange madness?

Because the eh 1) wouldn't be a scholarly
degree it there weren't a dissertation.

But how can it be a scholarly degree if
ninety per cent of those who hold it are
not productive scholars? Did you ever
think of allowing it to relate when de-
sirable to what the ninety percent pre-
sumably w:// do, namely teaching9

Po/ No we're not interested in pedagogy.
That's for College, of Fducation. Besides,
the dissertation as rt is is a good exercise
it trains the nd, it gives the candidate an
appreciation 01 his discipline

Socr Ah, you have evidence for these splendid
asset lions')

Prof No We think they're all sett-emit-3i,

.Gar The color in your Lice tells me that y iu
know that they are not cell-evident But let
us assume that in your headstrong way you
will continue to force this huge exercise on
students, most of whom will never indulge
in such an exercise again If the disserta-
tion is not to oe of any proven use to the
writer, what contribution will it make to
the general rood''

Prof I don't understand

Sim r To what use is a dissertation put?

Prot Well; other, scholars mat refer to it once in
a while Sometimes some of the findings

Ss I

9
0

SOer

Prof

Socr

are ied in class

lucky he will get
scholarly journals
books

lectures. If the man's
some of it printed in
and university press

And who will read these journals and
books)

Other scholars mostly

All other scholars'

Prof No lust some of those in the same field

Socr This is unbelievable. You are telling me
that you spend all of this tune training the
young scholar to write a dissertation just
so that if he's lucky, he'll get something
printeu 'or otter scholars in the field'

Prof More or less, yes.

Socr And you don't care whether or not hg
shares his discoveries and insights, such as
they are, with .society at large? 1 would
think that he would want to feel that he is
doing something for the general good.

Prof Society at large doesn't care about what he
is doing and probably wouldn't under,
stand.

Socr Have you ever tried to see whether they
would care or understand?

Prof Not really. They're a bunch of philistines.

Socr But you expect this bunch of philistines, as
you call them, to pay your salary for
training scholars who will ignore them and
add nothing, so' far as they know, to the
nature and quality of Len Ines/

Prof Now see here'

I hope that the main thrust of these remarks is
clear I am urging that we test eveiy aspect of our
doctoral programs for its validity, including such
time-honored features as the comprehenst exam-
ination and the dissertation I am not arguing that
training in research is largely beside the point for
the ,majority of our doctoral candidates. On the
contrary:I believe that such training needs to he
sharpened and extended. It shou..i be training in
research, though, and not in memorizing., It should
be, training for teaching as well as publication.
Better tnan we do now, we should undertake to
persuade our doctoral candidate's that research 1:
at the heart of everything they will do profes-
sionally they should leave our halls convinced
that careful research is prerequisite not only to the
htst9rical and critical essay but also to the well--
confincte4 course, the classroom lecture or dis-
cussion: and' statements for the genera! public
Research, in short, is to he their continuing
business, thotfgh the results of it may and should
tak? many forms for many hencos



I have wandered from the 1967 study, but
only to indicate that many of the primary ques-
tions and issues were not raised at that time
'A grim a narrow range and for its own day; the

study was a useful undertaking. There is no
mistake about that. But its day was brief, and its
Lull usetultiess therefore,. short 'wed Much re,
mains to he done

111E 'MYTH OF RELF,VANCY AND TilF, TRADITIONAL-DISCIPLINES

lilLY TELL MI' that relevancy is a dead horse; I
shall therefore not have to beat it to death

While relevancy was still alive and tt must
have been until quite recently its signal service to
our profession was to challenge the origins, the
legitimacy,. the procedures, and the usefulness of
the traditional disciplines in literary scholarship
The general thesis of the Relevantines, whose
attention was directed exclusively to the literature,:
the culture,: and the problems of our own time,:
was that any complex of activities bearing upon
the past and using methods coming out of,the past
must necessarily be discouraged, if not abandoned.
As a secondary thesis, they held that contempo-
rary concerns were in their nature so different
from any of those with which the intellectual
community had previously contended that only
new and revolutionary disciplines could provide
solutions

I say "signal service" without irony,. without
bitterness, surely Without contempt I or through-
out the profession we needed the challenge to our
complacency about what we were doing and how
we were doing it we needed the jolt and it was a
Jolt that would make us ask of ourselves many
questions that we should have asked long since.
Something like a century had gone by since the
profession began developing the scholarly tech-
niques that were to be its way to knowledge and
understanding We were certain that, in our time,
those techniques had reached a point of perfection
never before attained I think that we were
probabl; right about that. But we also assumed,
carelessly and comfortably, that because the state
of knowledge had reached an apex, -each one of
us; in his personal departmental activity, was
performing at the very top of the professional
potential I think that we may have been wrong
about that When methods become departmental-
ized, institutionalized,. democratized, programmed,
the dream of perfection tends to become lost or

Bei:tiara Weinberg
University of Chicago

obscured,. and as the decades slip by, the rationale
and the justificat,on lose their force and are
replaced by tired habits and unthinking routines.

I shall be speaking today about the nature of
the traditional disciplines of literary scholarship,
about their present status in the profession, about
their usefulness an both old and new fields of
study, and about the ways in which they can best
obtain their proper emphasis in the Ph D. program
in literature -

I suppose that I should say first what I mean
by the "traditional disciplines." Naturally, they
fall into two categories. the disciplines of literary
history and the disciplines,of literary criticism. By
the disciplires of literary history I designate all
those methods and forms of knowledge which give
us the texts we want to rePd, the languages we
need to read them, the explanations of historical
backgrounds and allusions, insights into literary
conventions and foims in a word, the procedures
by which we bring a text to a level of proper
comprehensibility for the modern reader. In the
disciplines of literary criticism I include all those
ways of reading literary texts as works of literary
art with a view to understanding them fully and
appropriately, to "valuating and judging their
artistic merit

Fortunately for us all (and this is almost
exclusively a contribution of the English and
American schools of literary study), both literary
criticism and literary history are now considered
legitimate branches of "research" both in a Ph.D.
program and in a scholarly career. This was not
always the case If literary criticism has recently
gained its diva (lc tat 4, it is because we have
raised it to the level and the dignity of a
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discipline traditional or no We have insisted (and
I include in the "we- a variery of schools and
tendencies) that criticism have us fi philosophi-
cal bases, its proper methods, its techniques of
reading and judgment, we have wished, in a word,
that it should substitute discipline for impression-
ism, reason for the instinctive response, analysis
and organized discourse for the ()biter datum.

In a strange but perfectly understandable way,.
literary criticism in our times was an outgrowth of
our concern with literary history As we pursued
the historical inquiry; we asked increasingly "But
why all this attention to texts, why all this labor
over allusions and references, why this :,earch for
the tradition and the convention''" Th. answer
"The better to understand the work It was
obvious that the answer was ambiguous, 1f not
unsatisfactory For "understanding" on a purely
historical basis was not what many historical
scholars wanted, they wanted, besides, the kind of
understanding that might lead to an enhanced
enjoyment of works and ability to judge and
evaluate them Thus they needed to develop
another branch of humanistic inquiry we may
tentatively call it aesthetics which would enable
them to move from historical into critical tech-
niques, into the areas of "reading,' "discovery"
and "appreciation

I emphasize the close affiliation between Mei,
ary history and literary criticism because I wish to
stress one essential fact both are fundamentally
"literary" (having to do with letters) and both are
fundamentally humanistic' (using the arts and the
methods of the humanities) In this sense, both
belong to the central tradition of studies in
literature and the related humanistic areas They
are thus our business We can do them better than
anybody else, and it may be' that nobody else can
do them at all, They are what we "profess," and
we are true professionals when we practice them
with maximum competency

Those who worship relevancy would have us do
other things things for which we are ill equipped
(if at all) and in which we can at best achieve
amateur status Let me put it this way although
we are not told to what relevant things are
relevant, the implicit supposition is that they are
relevant to the problems and preoccupations of
our own times, to what one of my colleagues calls
the "intellectual needs" of our children, to what
'could seem to he the social needs of the man in

twentieth century street Since this relevancy
essentially a social or societal one, several

corollary suppositions follow that any object of
study dating from an earlier century 1, useless and
uninteresting (unless we can find in it a miraculous
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prophecy of our times), that any mode of study
which does not employ the methods and tech-:
fugues of the social sciences is vain and misguided,,
that any conclusions which do not contribute
immediately to the improvement of the human
condition had best be left unconcluded We in the
literary profession should therefore study only the
most contemporary of contemporary literary docu-
ments, we should use only the approaches of
psychiatry, anthropology, economics,, and politics,
and we should seek the answer to only one
question "How does this work reveal our society,
represent our society, improve our society' "'

I admit the interest and the importance of this
question (which is really three questions), I admit
the appropriateness of these approaches for pro-
fessionals in the sciences named who wish, in their
investigations, to add the documents of literature
to the documents of life, I even admit that there
is a place,, within literary study itself, for the
study of twentieth-century literature. But I resist
the implication that these are the questions and
these the methods with which the literary scholar
should be exclusively or even primarily concerned,
and the further demand that all,times prior to our
own, along with their works; should be abandoned
and vilified

In the same way, I should insist-and this time
positively-that the "traditional disciplines" of
literary scholarship those which have always been
our very own are as essential to qualified work on
modern texts as they are to the study of the
ancient and "irrelevant" masterpieces. They are
disciplinesand by a discipline I mean a body of
rules or methods with which one operates upon
the subject materials, their beauty as such is that
they may be applied universally to their specific
objects, without distinction of time and place,, and
with only such modificati.ins as the changing habits
of writing and transmitting texts 'might demand. It
Is for this reason that they should have and must
have their place in the training of the doctoral
candidate,, without them he cannot hone to realize
a fully satisfying career as a practicing scholar on
the highest professional level.

The most ancient and revered of the disciplines
used in literary scholarship is the one that used to
be known, and may still be known,, as "philo-
logy", it goes back at least as far as the humanistic
period At that time, at the beginnings of the
modern scholarly enterprise, the philologist needed
to resolve questions of language and text in order
to give the world proper first editions of the
Greek and Latin classics. Johannes Laseiris did so
in his prinieps of Aristotle's Poetics, apparently in
a brilliant way We tend now to think of this as a



procedure most useful for early tex Song of
Roland or Chaucer. We practice it t, ver, when
we work on Finnegan's Wakeor on Ezra Pound's
Cantos Textual cnticism is a related art,, it aims to
give us, for a given work,. the best possible edition
derived from all available manuscnpts or printed
books. Again, the humanists worked hard and well
at it, early in the eighteenth century, LeDuchat
produced his cntical edition of Rabelais, and since
then a legion of scholars has refined the pertinent
techniques to a point where we now have first-rate
editions of many,, many texts We do not have
them strangely enough, for some of the greatest
of modern writers. for Proust, for Rimbaud and
Ma Harm& maybe even for Baudelaire.

Paleography and codicology, if only because of
their barbarous-sounding names, would seem to
send us back to those barbarous times when old
men wrote old "hands" on vellum or parchment
Indeed, the two disciplines developed in connec-
tion with the study of the earliest medieval
manuscnpts of the ancient classical texts; the
modern literary scholar began tc. apply them to
the earliest documents of the modern literatures. I
should like-to suggest that training in handwriting
and in the physical analysis of manuscripts, while
it may well- take place in the medieval seminar,
may prove to be indispensable for Balzac's much-
revised proof sheets, for the little bundles of
scraps of paper that contain Pascal's Pensees, for
Mehl lie's novels, for Proust's correspondence, The
related art of descnptive bibliography (or the
study of the physical characteristics of the printed
book) has been practiced exclusively in the Anglo-
Saxon countries. It was used originally on the
editions of Shakespeare and other early writers,
but is now applied increasingly to English and
American works of other periods,, it needs desper-
ately to be practiced in all the other modern
literatures. I imagine that such study, brought to
bear on the primary editions of A la recherche du
temps perdu,, might clarify our information about
the publication of the work and might enable us
to work, at long last, toward a proper critical text.

When we move away from manuscripts and
editions and into the central problem of the texts
they contain, we find again that there are a

number of historical disciplines whose initial use
was related to the first centuries of the modern
literatures but which might well be exploited even
for contemporary v 'Irks. A good example would
be the study of literary conventions, one which
has ranged, in former times, from the conventions
of, formulaic repetition in the Poema de mar Cid.:
to the conventions of the tenzone in the poetry of
the dolce stil nuovo, to those of organization in

seventeenth century French drama, to those of the
French sonnet down through the nineteenth cen-
tury. Since even the most "unconventional" of
literary pieces grows out of recognized traditions,
should we not investigate the possibility that such
works as Beckett's Waiting for Godot and Camus's
La Peste might be illuminated through an under-
standing of the conventions from which they
spring' We have all learned a great deal, along
another line, by clarifying historical allusions and
historical backgrounds for such masterpieces as La
Princesse de Cleves and Ktng Lear. Why should not 4
the same kind of clarification result from a similar
study of much of Apollinaire's poetry, based as it
is in recent history and current social forms? Or of
many of Baudelaire's poems, alluding as they do
to historical events that he found useful for the
building of the passion or the argument? We have
'all learned to read Joyce's Ulysses as a

complex allusion to Homer's Odyssey, and in so
doing we have learned how to read Joyce's
Ulysses. It might be equally instructive for us to
pursue the literary allusions that have given sub-
stance and sense to so many other modern works.

I mean to insist, in sum, that the various
disciplinary orientations of literary scholarship,
regardless of the specific matters or periods with
which they may originally have been associated,
have that kind of wide-ranging applicability which
is inherent in all disciplines The fact that we have
ourselves learned them in a course on Beowulf or
on the Nibelungenlied does not mean that we
cannot use them on other works, no matter how
distant in time or pace. From this circumstance
we may derive a lesson for our teaching and for
our planning in the Ph.D., program. Whatever the
stated subject matter of a course, we will make it
more universally and more permanently useful to
the student if we emphasize the disciplines in-
volved in the study of the materials rather than
the materials themselves. We never know, and the
student never knows, into what areas a career-in
research may lead him., We must provide him With
the disciplines that he will need wherever he goes.
If we do so, we will have given him an education.

An orientation of our programs toward the
disciplines rather than toward the subjects is
demandeu in an even more urgent way in the
teaching of critical approaches to literature For
there is no proper "reading" without firm tech-:
niques of reading, and there is no proper "criti-
cism" without, principles of criticism. Techniques
and principle44 moreover, are even harder for the
student to acquire than are the historical disci-
plines of which I have been speaking. There are
many manuals that he may consult on paleogra-
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pity or historical method, there are few places to
which he can go to learn the steps and the
procedures for reading a given poem in a given
mode Reading in this sense is a habit acquired
over long periods of time and necessitating consid-
erable help from the teacher Research in -eading
and cnticisin -Just like that in historical st.holar-
ship consists in the acquisition of educated
habits and in the application of those habits to
particular text (It should be apparent that I do
not limit the term "research" to the piling up and
the 'filling in of innumerable factual fiches ) The
main difference between the two is that research
of a historical nature requires a certain number of
mechanical or material operations, whereas critical
research is purely intellectual and therefore even
more difficult

The reading of poetiC texts is a consecrated
discipline that goes back almost as far as literature
itself The Greeks and the Alexandnans and the
Romans practiced it, the medieval scholiast and
the Renaissance humanist practiced it, the neoclas-
sical anstarch and the nineteenth century critic
practiced it But each of these, in his time, read
and evaluated poems in a distinct way, working in
the traditions on which he had been raised. When
Donatus read Terence's comedies, he sought to
classify each comedy according to type, to clarify
the plot and the characters, to derive the appropri-
ate moral sententiae,, above all to give a full
philological commentary Voltaire, when he read
Corneille, remarked on the degree to which the
obser,ance of the rules made an individual tragedy
"regular." he applied his criteria of verisimilitude
and interest, and most of all he chastised the
grammar, syntax, and usage of the poet. When
Balzac reads Stendhal's Chartreuse de Parme,, he
gives, along with an endless summary, his opinions
on the lack of unity in the work, on the
excellence of the portraits (some of which resem-
ble contemporary figures), on the accuracy of
StendhaFs representation of the Italian character
and of Vahan life, he adds the customary stric-
tures on the weaknesses in the style. Each one of
these readings presupposes an aesthetic posit on
(however rudimentary), a method of analysis, i.nd
a method of presentation.

There are several ways in which the traditon of
practical 'iterary criticism may he made to help
form the critical habits of our .'udents, If we read
with them the readings of Donatus or Voltaire or
Battu'. insisting that they themselves discover
what the aesthetic presuppositions were, how the
analysis was m -.de and presented. we will not only
exercise them in the art of reading criticism; we
will also bring to their awareness a certain nurnoe*

of critical modes or possibilities As such readings
multiply, the student will gradually fill in his
notions about what kinds of .criticism have been
practiced (and therefore may be practice), about
the groups or types into which they fall, about the
powers and the limitations of each type. If, then,
we associate the reading of "readings" with the
reading of the original poetic works to which they
refer, we may discover with the student which
aspects of each work were properly emphasized
which neglected by the critic. We may initiate
him, in a word, into the disciplines of the reading
of criticism and the reading of works.

Neither of these procedures will be successfully
taught, however, unless accompanied by an induc-
tion into poetic theory itself, For since the reading
of "readings" and the reading of texts depends
upon the asking of appropriate questions, it will
be random and uneconomical unle.ss those ques-
tions spring from a theory of literary art. I fear
that Nit theory of literature (or poetic theory) has
not been a traditional discipline in our Ph.D. pro-
grams,, but I am convinced that it may be derived,
at least in part, from forms of teaching that have
long been honored among us. Courses in the
history of criticism have been offered for several
generations, and at their best they have led to
philosophical statements about the various theo-
retical modes. We might well regard the great
theoretical statements, from Plato to Mantain, not
merely as museum pieces or as historical monu-
ments, but as exemplars of the many ways in

_Shich man has conceived of the art of poetry and
of the possibilities for reading, understand!ng, and
judging she work of art.

But even this elevation of historical pieces to
the dignity of forms will not be sufficient.
Somewhere along the line, at some point in our
teaching and in the student's learning, there must
be a place for serious thinking of our own about
the aesthetics of poetryabout aesthetics in gen-
eral. Aesthetics has been, for centuries, a tradi-
tional branch of learning, but tt has belonged to
the philosophers rather than to the literati They
have seen it in the context of the other philosoph,
Ical disciplines to which it is related; we must
bring it into relationship with the particular art
that we expound and the works in that art which
we teach. We must,, that is, start with general
aesthetics, then move to poetic theory, then to the
applications of poetic theory to the analysis of
individual works. Once we have done so, the
questions that we ask about the work will lie
firmly based in our conception of the art;, the
answers they bring will lead to a more correct
understauding and a more just evaluation of the
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work Indeed, the better we become at asking
aesthetic questions about the poem, the more
properly wdl we ask historital questions that will
bring us important mtormation relevant to the
underitanding of the work as a work of art
Criticism will teach history how to do those things
that will serve as a preparation for the functioning
of criticism

Our alliances with history and with philosophy,
with those of their traditional disciplines that are
the most apposite to our own special techniques,
are the proper ones for us to make Our business
is t:riticism ultimately, literary history in an inter-
mediate way If they work together pioperly in
our research and our teaching: we shall give our
students a rich understanding of literary works, in
their turn, they will become good teachers and
good research scholars If we do not make criti-
cism and 'history work together properly, their
place will he taken in the minds of our students
by the non-humanistic disciplines of anthropology
sociology, political science, psychiatry, or by prop-
aganda pressures of ail colors that would divert us
to their own uses Our dwn disciplines, historical
and critical, should form in the student the
conviction that his professional goals and his
professional methods are broadly humanistic
(Whether literary or linguistic) and that excellence
in the practice of those disciplines will assure him
a satisfying professional career

It is one thing to have a tam profesilional ideal
and a dear conception of what out professional
d: Ines should be, it is' another to transform
thl, oth. ult. the stuff of a practical Ph D
program he indiyidual professor may sometimes
do so hettet than the department, the ideal
espeLiall, s a very t,ersona!thing Should the ideal'
he lacking the lone professor may find gaidanse
and encouragement among his tolleagues in the
department But should the department he adrift,
unt,.rtain both about its ideals and its disciplines,
:theme will tome the inspiration and the practical
wisdom that will invent and realize an eftettive
program' f posit, of sourse, an extreme case, in
almost every literary department that I k,
there arc some mtinhers possessed of hike
professional idea! ind a strong will to assomplish
it But 1 do not think that I posit' art impo'. ihle
ease, and by imaguung its existente, I may he able
to suggest remedies and presentative, that might
he useful even for the moderately elfestise depart=
menu

's1 first suggestion of a means for insuring due
regard for the traditional dissiplines sonserns the
making of the departmental program itself it
should be lased lissiplinary rather than a

thronulogital piemilite In a time when depart,-
ment are becoming smaller rather than larger,
A hen students are insisting on methods and tech-
niques rather than on information, we must alter
our notion of "coverage" or "spread We must
cover not every author, period,, or genre in a

given literaturti that is impossible any way -but all
the disciplines useful for the study of that litera-
ture I am not disparaging information or wide-,
ranging reading. both fundamental parts of .a
student's education, but I am convinced that they
can be done perhaps should be done on the
'initiative of the student on the basis of an
individual program that he himself lays out, We
may well, if we wish, test his information and his
reading, we shquld not have to direct, supervise, or
teach them Instead, we should spend our precious
teaching time in doing for the student what hi
cannot do for himself presenting the theory and
the modLs of practical application of our essential
disciplines both historical and critical I am sure
that many, perhaps all of us do this in separate
courses. But how many of us, as we plan our
departmental programs, stop to ask whether those
progr ms "Lover" properly the scholarly disci,
plines Does something different Itappen in a

linary'' way ir..,j.he course on lane Austen
than in the course on ifolir Dik" Does the course
on bibliography do anything that was not done in
the bibliographical introduction to the study of
the eighteenth century English novel'

What I am hoping, in effect, is that a program
for the Ph I) will he much more than a collection
of courses representing the \ipecialties of the
professors teaching it, that it will include, on the
one hand, theoretical Courses for each of the
major sciplines des,,riptive bibliography,. for ex-
ample with exercises exemplifying them; and, on
the other hand, practical or "subject matter"
courses in which the theories will \he applied (as
they always must he I to specific authors or works
or periods or movements I can conceive of a small
department of Romance I anguages (my own, for
example) in which studies .n the French, Italian
and Spanish Renaissance, might be strong, in which
the historical disciplines of Paleography, descrip--
Live bibliography, and textotal criticism might be
presented theoretically either within the depart-
ment ill elsewhere in the university, and in which
a number of monographic tourses Rabelais.. six
teenth century Italian drama, the poetry of Luis
de Leon might wittingly provide the occasion for
use of the theory on practical problems t an also
imagine a tOnip Iy "relevant" department of
nglish in which ill the work might he Joie in
twentieth century Ameritan literature and in

3n
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which, nevertheless, the.. do.hion between theoret-
ical and practical courses might be made

I realize that while such an organization is

highly teasible for the historical disciplines, it
would present many difficulties for the critical
disciplines ( ruicism of whatever brand is a com-
pletely personal attair, no self-respe, fink critic
would want anybody else to teach his, theory. nor
would he consent to ap,ity another s aesthetics in
his own study of works In this area, the indi-
vidual protessor will have to be both theorist and
practitioner Moreover, it the making of a program
may be a departmental matter, the making of a

course is always a private matter especially if the
course is critical and analytical in nature That is
the ideal situation For nothing is worse for the
department and the student than the imposition of
critical dogma, than the attempt to create and
establish a monolithic critical approach Nothing is
better 1or tie student that the excitement; the
collusion and the doubt that arise when he has
to compare,. differentiate, and evaluate the distmc,
tive critical positions of his various prokssors

I here are alwa* some professors I suppose,
who regard any programming on the part oe their
colleagues as an mbmgentent on their personal
rights I hey are nuitaken it they think so. or at
best they are lacking in a proper conception of the
i.er basis on which an American graduate &tarts
ment operates Sinc' traditionally an American
university,. and with it each it its graduate
departments, is organized in a way to produce the
hest possible graduate education for its students it
must expect that each protessor will contribute to
the cooperative edulcational enterprise Ile will do
so by teaching his own courses in his own way,. of
course but as he plans and executes them he
must he concerned for the way in which they fu
into the dersrtmental program. for what he can
add to methods ind the approaches of the
others, for repetitions and deficiencies As he
thinks of the disciplines, historical and critical, he
muct constantly ask whether he himself is dear
about the paitieulfr kind of "disciplinary' training
that the student will get in each of his courses,
whether it will he dear to the student whether
the kith's 01 exercises that he invents reports,
discussions papers, problems will demand the
right kind of 'habit-forming participation from
the student, whether he himself occupies a proper
proportion of the class time, leaving the rest to
the s, dent for the kind of "doing" that makes

riling
i tie disciplines ale habits he Ph I) candidate

will form the ones that he needs u . mm only it
he :s pot to work the kinds of roblems that
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he will later trace` to solve in his professional
career lie will turns them in an orderly and
organised fashion only if the whole department
and the single professor give hini the opportunity
to do so Programs and courses. Moreover, depart-
ment and professor have a iesponsibility to set a ,

high standard of excellence, to serve as model and
goal for the student I he standard should he clear
and striking in the whole program in each course,
in every problem or project', at every moment of
,the student's contact with the department

One of the ways of setting the standard is the
departmental examinations required of the stu-
dent, whether they he called generals or compre-
hensives or preliminaries I 'realize that in recent
times there have beer some less-than-responsible
students who demanded the aboption of such
exaMmations (presumably because they were old-
fashioned ways of distinguishing merit) and that
sornefless-than-responsible departments have yield-
ed to the %temand To do so is not only to desert
a traditiontnat in itself would not sae immediate--
ly damnable but it is primarily to deprive oneself
of -one of the most powerful devices for structur-
ing a student's education Some examinations are
obviously not for saving I think, in Jmy own field,
of the kind that requires the studeht, once again,
to rush through all the available manuals in order
to review once again, the whole of French
literature I xammations ,of that kind apparently
still exist We should not worry about them We
might direct our attention, instead, to the ends
that should ideally he declare,d for Ph D examina--
Lions and the methods to he used for achieving
them

One end may he clear from what I have been
saying these examinations w311 best integrate the
program it they, toc., are oriented toward
disciplines\ I think of the seminar report or the
course paper as displaying certain techniques and
procedures that cannot ready be examined, of
the examination as involving the rest For the
disciplines, this means that much historical materi-
al is best prepared at hone or in the library,
where documents and I auks ai.d" time are avail-
ahle (-laical material, contrariwise, may properly
supply the coatent t r examinations If the slat.:
dent has read, carefully and analytically, a limited,
body of works he should be able to answer any
critical questions about them (Again, the asking
of the questions will he a delicate matter Dogma"'
Variant critical approaches' Professorial rivalries') I

know that ways can lie found ) Aa a second end,.
the examination might well seek a mixture of
matters studied in class in the cfficial program,,
'rid of works read and me 'itated upol, on the
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I he single most, etter.tse desire for pc:le:sting,
sharpening,. and applying the disciplines is Animis-
ts the doctoral dissertation 1 hat is My, sse hive
it and that is why site must keep it It sse are
really serious about the Ph I) as a res.M.11 degree,
then we must give the most serious consideration

the natnre and the crsi Hence of the
do,oral thesis We do not always do so I am sure
th this from the reading of many dissertations
deterflted yr evei published in recent years, at a
number of, universities I should like do suggest
some guidelines for insuring the quality of disserta-
. ons in the first place; every dissertation should
he a departmental not an mdividUal; matter that
is, the proposal should be eNammed, appraised,
and approsed by the whole graduate taculty of the
department here should he no hesitation about
calimg into, question the usefulness or the feasibil-=
ity of the topic,. even if the proposed director is a,
distinguished member of the department Second-
ly; there should always he a committee of three
readers for each dissertation willing to accept
respon ibilny for following the work through
:tutlie by outline, chapter by 'chapter,, page by
rage {his is the only way of assuring maximum
fairness to the student thirdly, department and'
directors together should ask one fundamental

question about any proposal and demand an
attirmative dnssssf Is the level of disciplined
inteileetion required by the topic really sufficient-
ly high for the crucial exercise of the Ph,D,
program') Sush a criterion will exclude the purely
mecha mai piece; the impressionistic divagation,
the adventure into tempting areas where the
candidate hats no professional background Lastly,
the department should exert severe control over
the site of the project the time; the amount of
material,. the foreseeable length.

Phis is my program for, the Ph D program It
concerns, clearly, primarily the research compo-
nent all those elements that should prepare the
candidate for his' career as a research scholar It
assuines that in order to gperate on ,a high
professional level the "chol4ar tnust possess an art,
and that the possession of his art will be a

consequence of his training in the trauitional
disciplines,, both historical and critical. It assumes,
furthermore, that the art Sb possessed will qualify
him to solve problems in any area of his literature,
wherever whim, accident, or the pure passion for
scholarship may lead him. If they lead him into
the realm of the rele'vant,, well and good It' they
lead him, instead back into the living and lively
past, he may find that it too has its relevancy for
himself and' for-est of its
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Ou cued notsve'au mirasle
tient emir ores sens cm:barites,
Quell vaste, yuet poinpewt spectdsle
I rappe mes N'eits CipouvanuFs"
Un niiuveau inunde vient d'tistme
I 'univers se.retorin encore
dans les ablutt's (111 i211.10s

of pour rt:parer sits mines,
ju vois des dement-es divines
dcst cadre at people de hero-,

lean-napttsic Rousseau, 1)4I( tor
la ValsV21:t ( Jr SIonteric or Ic /bee le
Kr( t4grit (0tralt). 1707

I-RI II is my 1..iiguagc by choice my eXperiense
translates itself into I rend; aml i, transformed by
;tie added poss.bilities of ominunkation which
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John 11' A, ',eller
Brriklt'n

that \rely responsise language offers So I begin
with a quotation which expresses a little of the
cast 'wonder and hcau clt.:5ordre which accompa-
nies the presidency of a large urban college I do
so to illustrate that one person's' communicative
instrument is another person's blank stale

I his is certainly no great di-covery of mine, I
wonder if there is a teacher alive who has ry'rer
been carried away on the airy and brubant
transports Of rhetoric, only to realize with' dread-
ful certainty that the sea of students' faces beyond
is tolerant, bored. sleepy; impatient anything but
rippled by a new idea, in understanding, a



,tommunicative excitement 11e talk to ourselves if
we are not constantly aware ot language as a
bridge and a harrier

I he human race trout pole to pole and from
the heguining at history to the-present has been
physically LIitterentiated by a number ot biological
characteristics,. which arc important to anthro-
pologists, but probably less st, to linguists, I he
other ditterence4, I would argue, are cultural
When one roant, through the lite of the world,
stopping to loo'k at an Albanian shepherd, a

medieval' page,. an Eskimo hunter, a kabuki dancer,
a television comedian,. a Victorian poet,. a bush,
woman; 11 computer programmer; a Viking it is

astounding to realize the drastic and rich variations
of cultures And I can think of no facet of culture
more important than language. without it people
would have no way of sharing their sameness and
and

peed

their differences, which is so basic
a peed that many who cannot fulfill it go mad or
simply sicken and die Isolation is the cruellest
punishment most prisons can devise

I do not mean to, imply that the ability to
speak together ensures communication Obviously,.
it Aloes not There is a pithy little saying which ap-
pears on office walls "I knoweyou think you un-
derstand what you believe I said, but I'm not sure
you realize that what yod heard is not what I
meant That goes for families who have lived to-
gether for decades, for colleagues who have shared
monogr)phs and coffee to, years 'to put it an-
other/Way people who share 'the same language,
often do not When we consider that the individ-
ual's definition of every word is built on the par-,
ticular experiences and associations of one unique
lifetime, it is amazing that - language serves as a
communicative' tool at all Add to that the impor-
tance language assumes in the minds of some, and
the minor part it plays to others There is the love
of literature,, there is the need to understand tint',
fic signs, there is the desire to explain oneself.
there is the will to find out how to do, to learn
things

Most parents acquire a new verbal consciouvness
and begin by telling their babies the names of
things ordering the universe in neat terms of dog

, and cat and cow, finger and toe and nose But
according, to their own taboos there are thing, to
which they give no words, from parts of the body
to puts of the soul In later life those omission,
becowe obscenity and profanity, they can become
the way by which the inability to express need
and emotion is made known And this is only one
example of the chasms of language

Jargon is another, We are all familiar with the
sensation of being turned awdy from an idea by a

word we do not tuiLterstand, most of us have the
motivation to ask for definitions or look them up it
our feeling f or what we are missing ,s sufficiently
strong But then, our field is language Linguists-
should know; better than anyone else, perhaps, how
'language can he used as a barrier behind which'
self-importancti, self-aggrandizement proceeds I he

deliberate attempt to obfuscate is a phenomenon
found in neatly every profession which requires
specialized education, I personally believe that no
small'measure of popular antipathy towards schol
arly work is due ro- what must seem to he an
irresistible urge to .shut others out of knowledge
which they are perfectly capable of acquiring
Perhaps some do it because it's a!,,,ays been done
perhaps some do it to hide ti,e ment .1 fulness and
paucity of substantial though, to which we are no
less prone than the rest of the world I he
phenomenon is not limited to ,,academics as

anyone who has ever dealt extensively with doc-
tors or automobile mechanics or television repair-
men can hear out Nonetheless, I think it I.
academics who must take a searching look at the
use and abuse we make of our most pre0ous
comnIumeatIve tool

We are only beginning to understand the vast
distortion's and the personal damage that may have,
been heightened for centuries by the persistent
sexism 'which pelvasles our language, both sty:Men
and spoken Roles and !imitations are inflexibly
imposed from earliest comprehension, doctors and
lawyers to say nothing of (Tod are always "he,"
secretaries always "she " And so on No one is

likely to argue tha language alone is the culprit,
of course it reflects the surrounding thought or,
more accurately lack of thought But language
certainly has reinforced,, and continues to rein-
force,. stereotypes of many varieties .and value
judgments of many kinds We may speak of
Parisian French and Florentine Italian, but we
speak of "good", and "bad- English We may
contend that we are indeed justified, as educators,
in insisting on standard English The unfortunate
tact, however is that those whose English is not
standard i e ; is "bad' generally turn out to be
those who have been told all their lives that they
are also had at most other things, because them are
not standard or average and theretoretto not
possess many of the habits and skills which are
standard or average in the larger society. I hey not
only lack the confidence, role models societal
support of those horn with silver lexicons in their

uths they facie further impediments in that
they must change what is as natural as walking or
laughing, must alienate themselves from their
words enough to learn standard English as a

au
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, I h.s ss(.uld he hard enough
(:(i 0 m (hi! iudgthent attached to their
(-r(n1 hale, is Int: Hot ' V.nat is language, ex-

rt.'aN to understand and
soil Nople to highsh is not

stand of ire language Much is p,eenting
son,rfi in, in t tr is linen (ge hearing the brunt

khz!,lents do our attitudes
S's OW,

I ss ( - , 1 ( . now "Lan e(tu.....ii/ors hake ,really
the pr,(hleins, an inner -city student
thy separate hiniselt or herselt

',.,;(. the strt n 1,1(fuage utiCt toms and
1,;,1:;d., sti 1 is t (inn!, it I ond how many

ed:2, arors vas ar idea no.,, disturbing and
slit lisran,,.ig the chorLes are cshett.er to use
N'af1,137,t alss 'tiss Ind he a stranger at home
ssh .se sent em-e is a clash bets on old and
es 3 ',AL. nr to sxkit,h ht, a d te,rth further

gulls seen personae We all know
dtt. lariguage to (nor interpretation of

t amees are touch less

parr r. ulaf '.lawns, Itneri insistence on jar-
h,, es t

padlc r. search v,h7ch touches
,i0.1,tliins hie these anti 'here shoulf be more

t si I t'ar't, ue old do so on interdisciplinary
ic_outd ,.:So '37, we base 1t,t2 out much that might
t.,e IT to Ou'lking :tore human, more hu -.

=sni- l'erhar, p,. -rogists and sociologists
ltdo its h-r V. t di d Jrinni h
igf in t teling I,(r-f(f :age and learning; Ito-

,: ..fze and iopolo!, at relations
'ese .t"=e's ,,,,11111tItilia'It still so unex-

eeJ nls a Midis: oi the problems in, ,n people who ostensibly
tn s.sm !erg., ige I hose uho do not share

a ta,e stage ..nog .ornniiations. nd so
tg t (ireign

17d1\ rai,fieditithe surt:is.i' Yet
teaching and research in
rolt 'eon ti) feel With
s', et), sole some ot its

I do, not understand

t

?Hr;1,.,

'pot, Jean Baptiste Reasseau
. stn. ;). t 'vegan vi s chosen for a

prrOomon Ift,' in rift!
! languages they were more likely

7' tun los gathering I base ad-lt I ho,ane presidi.w of f3rookl:n
s, srs igi let tknse skho did no:

1." kt 11 t71,i 1.1,',e sere s pfobairly ha"
lns 1.'00 is the )1t.'

tr'Xs. 11t'n.i Is he going ,,, he
t i E prete:,z \1', the hell doesn't

sr, 4 is see tyx it he wants me o under=

stand him ,

I am not saying titer is no place for French
poetry tar from it Pe functions of language are
so many, so con, u,:x What I am saying is that
many of us use language in a soll;sustie way 4,s 5
speak or write to yoftt I am trying to communi-
cate sin.: *as to you which I believe atte

' Important therefore I must do eve-ything I can to
make myself understandable to you,. and 4t,.en-
courage you to want tc, :en to me or to read
further I give you a .French poen perhaps
because its words describe something I have
known in a way which is not directly translatable,.
or I believe. And I give you a French poem
liec:,ause to me it is beautiful, and I wdukb like to
give you something beautiful If I think of nothing
else,- it is hard for me to understand that without
knowledge of French my poem might seem "a tile
told by an idiot, signi:ying nothing'', that, it might
shut you out,- irritate you, and.make you it 't able
to hear the words which follow it

At Btooklyn College I do not generally 'preface
my remarks with French 'poetry. islext semester I
am teaching a -class it it instead., I would like to
be able to give you \a mental pictuie bf the
college, as'l Wanted to give you the poerri but it
is equally difficult .The excitement of the place,
the motion ant,, color and size and sour d are not
easily expressed/ Children' run throug open
coridorc our Fatly chtldhouettnter, rad
parents walk Owly to their classes. Our iludents
are old and young and middle-aged, they are
Russian,. Rumanian,. Polish Lithuanian, Itungarian,
German, Scotch,. English, lash,. French, Italian,-
Atro-Alinerican, Puerto Rican, Haitian,, Bahamian,.
Chinet,e, 4ndtant. Americzn Indian Thy :are Jew-
ish, ('athol'c Protestant,. Buddhist They are vet-
erans. people who ale physically handicapped;
houstokives: nurses, policemen, ex-drug addicts,
students who attend religious schools during the
day and Brooklyn College at night. There are
35,000 of them people of all kinds. They reflect
the borough of Brooklyn far more accurately than
was the case before Open Admissions guaranteed
all ot New Y;.,e, City's higt, school gradual-s
place at college they chose to come

flit

These students have brought us new ,life new
hope, new awareness, and new problems [hey
rice.; strong support services and as usual there is
not enough money We steal from Peter to pay
Pant orrow is too mild a word And who, in this
case. is Peter" Who is Paul" Do we put our
emphasis on _ tinseling rather than classics; reme-
clianon rather than research"

(Titles ot th Open Admissions program fear

s.



the notion of Ott academic program and the
erosiAn of scholarly Nt tindsi id', I hose who hove
maoht,oned for sears that ninth of higher educ a-
tion is a ..redentcaling operation are esen nulrr
oricerned now They wonder whether college ss
becoms an only slightly gl,rdied high school,
unable to Afford al:anced study and pare research
i}shateser that is) hey wonder ssiie'her the
bachelor's degree will lose all meaning. inerel
a ding anothtt "yotch to the c redentialing, prohlmi
which is aggrasated in turn hy the st.afilt% ot uihs

In in arthle titled Affects cif the Ph I)
J3mes cormiti

fi;
it is dIthcull to' at,' a. 4f4F1 the evidenLe that it

current trends continue. tot titans he
pcodu5cd for apt topnatr rilpill% merit Merl' is
eeneral agreement that sulistontial mien' ,low went
ot I'h will not resold arstead. it is exile. led
that education requirements to, artotis
y iii he uperaded, Ind that Ph I) 's scull displa,e
people 10th inastei 5 decrees IioNleer, ti there.. ill
not he inassivt. uncotp10 amount ot
unclereir.k s meat the use LA Pit 'S to pusItItilis
rot alloy nig them ;,,ze Iteir research 42.1%
dill in,re,i5e I

One need nardls ask what he forecasts for
tirse w oh mere bachekr s degrees

it we pfophesy vinous kinds of slk.,41111,.
'nom and do notning about them we are rather
Ilk- the people who so:se the inner cit;'s prvblems
by nibs mg to the suburbs As kahhl (tdhtti said,

A little k mw t hat acts is worn infinitely
more Mad much -r,lynowledge tits s idle Perhaps
it 4 suhkay tunnel iron t pit I heitee that ()Pen
Adillissions is by tar the nt r sigthlicant dewlop-
mein it

otters of

research

her educ ation \call and that. it
I the richest ).-ou;'ds to, hilly fruitful

Since educators certaini heuese that eclectic
has intense t.alue. its extension to a wider popula--
titan is 1,, tzely our iesponstbility So are the
approaches used ,,,tructuring of edu ,'teal pro-
grams for a much wider satiety of students,
research on succeNsful. modes the nmniI..ring of
progress, Henry and Renaud have cor,ft,,,ed
'hadure to recognt . that students are in different
dese' ipmental phases when they enter colleee has
been a factor in the faibir or coileges s

Cully change stu,,ent, in the dueetior ot leading
more examined bducator., ought to he
thinking about the functions of edmm'. 41 in a

Tlekk, way, for society generally, and for our trellis
and what they can c. 'tribute in particular

We ought to he' thinking. ,00, ot thesOuation
which tour students will find themsels. upon
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gradmdion, and lickw we can ...quip them with a
generalis, scent` but ,i specific Set of abilities. I

hoing tars a National I duration Associat,on
task ior,e \Named Lot %larch that the nation

-under-utillie increasine uum uses ot eollere-
educated people wile.. iaryr aiipropri-
sttc eanpitliment opttorturhtie, are openedtor,
le2C 0,aduatcs the country needs M" use its
college ed 1,:ated iranpov,e; .o accelerate It, prc,c
ress tot.k.ards the acluet,enieni ot national goals in
education ,oeltare Justice, hansportation, housing.
and Plank' oilier areas. Action is needed now to
assure that farce numbers ot Jobs are .srLated ,111,h
also ale appropriate to the Lapatnlitiec o the
increasing supply of college graduates 2

With alf ,)1 ihes'e faetor 4) consider can
graduate education and research h, less unp4rtant?..
Ot course not Who is going to fotattutate these
questions in then totality' hl,,nlw expertise
to address and sok.: them' Phis is one of Ote
new roles of research, as research is one, of the
sit,11 trachnona, roles of educot-oon
McGrath. and .12ay point out in a rec, tele on
research and s' umsersitses

ruin 0-3:ery beilvining, tile idea ot uniwr)itt
,,as to brine students ,onti)cr with practitine
scholars rho' th students. by obsersing.the

01 a het could thenv,elvev develop in-
to, scholars F1,., s..aa trut regardtOs of thF-fittIci

tbus the toilicpt (7i teichets who are auwely
Insolsed in scholarship is un of the. coriler,toes
ot the echicattonal ss skin 1

But research ancls,lacilorvlup do not take place.
in a vacuum they ate not in thcrnseb.,-. holy "Too
oWn they tits take fplace Affirm narrow ar ' self=
1-.siteL, .0 houndarfsts Don ,e'arneron Allen, in

I he Ph I) in Ingltsh and American
flies

Ihe antormity cc ;'"radusth ones is
Lr...0.1), surpassed by our persistent

the whole ssstern hroueht .1/4 the

Atlantic by Americans of the ast century has
1,ecoine tossillied., and like' ill torsi is dead and
time L,.1.1 Vie ricer onIN iturequenth asked ou,

seises what iie are doi 11. why r ,ire doing it
i he heroes who t high, die heroes AS taL/01 us
insemed an American %cr.' ot the in 'hods the'%
learned at 1.elp:;., ot fiethri I hes on,' ned it, we
endured it dna by all out !tlents
shall endure .-' In prunse societies youth
stalled. ,ruck himself wi hone needles, tare

in his ham', and alter tarty d Is, had a itom
%%Inch he t )01.. his 11.1111e but It is not re... i .1 that
ans of thew initiates to' ot

I nelish iterature sc b,isc Prique5---

I



tioninciy followed these primitive customs.. but we
regard them 'as high acts of civility In reconsider-
,ng our polished ract,de passage,. we may begin
with our graduate courses 4

it seems is me that there are many reasons for
the recent drop in enrollment in foreign language
doctoral programs Certainly there is as usual
ever less money to support education,. particularly
advanced education,, particularly in fields which
are not obviously crucial to the bread and but-
ter or gups, and butter of society. There is
ordering and reordering of priorities by administra-
tors whcs do ..at always have a full understanding
of the relative importance of the programs among
which they must pick and choose. (here are fewe,
jobs available everywhere, and foreign languages
have never been known as fields with vast employ-
ment opportun.ty Indeed, one recent study or
anticipated surpluses of degree recipients in, the
state of Itlrncrs projected that through 1980 the
oversupply of ianguae' majors would be greater
than that in ary other field 5 (I might add an
estimated statistic from a member of my epart-
ment who says he thinks that 90 of that
oversupply have stadied only about 10'''V. of the
worIcri languages- and maybe about V' of the
world's dialects ;

1 hen there is the orientation of today's stu,
dents, who are more interest,ed in service occupa-
tions, interdisciplinary approaches, and knowledge
which they consider practical Some N2e languages
as a refinement. 111,e needlepoint or playing the
harps', hord Others feel that imagination is more
important than knowledge (but then, so did Albert
Einstein) ouch fac, may help to explain the
decline in enrollment in these programs Th3y do
nut excuse it

At bottom au tor/ we in tie. field 01 mod-
ern languages are to blame We are the people
tc whom language and its nuances saould he
important, we' are the people who should he
able to demonstrate., ,sith raw belief and with
facts, the incredible i ;port ce of language in
the fabric of civilization and in the lack of , iv-
il,zation I suspect that we hale taken ourse1,3s
too seriously and our 3fession tat seriously
enough, that .t e have so institutionalized our
concept of what an . need study in language
invokes and 'is expected to produce that we hive
nearly turned living languages into dea ones
through our lack of understanding and respec', for
the deadly importansii -1 color unical ion

Where have we iris There is s' much wi
should have been thinking about and doing.
Renshaw: writing on toreig language and intercul-

tural studies in present day college curricula says

There arc two important considerations with re-
gard to . cultural studies. The first is our need,
especially in the social sciences and the humanities,
for study and insight into the ways of life of other
peoples. The urgent need for intercultwa! under-
standing can be seen in the "culture sheick of
educated Americans abroad. Our social scientisti.
themselves have encountered, and even created,
human relations problems in research activities in
unfamiliar cultures. Sociologists and anthropologists
receive calls for help from social workers, police,
and others who do not comprehend the life styles
and "substandard" English of even our own minori-
ty groups Too often, we in the various i'tsciplines
have chopped out 31 Max Weber's writings that
which is e.3st relay -e, to our special field, when
'.hat was needed .vas the total Aulti-disciplinary
appreich which his work suggests, and which is
summed up in the word that reveals the heart of
his methodology versteh'n But there is a second
and deeper need fer experiences in which the
thoughts, feelings and cultural responses of other
peoples begin to ring true in our own feelings; this
is that v h understanding contributes powerfully

indtspensaole ourtde perspective from which
we, may view and comp .trend our own way of life.
ft e . rote of langirvee fundamentals m such
cultural understanding is (essential).

in the second( place, effective intercultural pro-
grams must of their very nature be interdiscipli-
nary. The synthetic character of such prpgraeAs and
courses plays a unifying role in our increasingly
piintc red and see alized academic proc ,ses

A major weakness in many of the stuck its we
receive from the secondary systems is their inept,
ness in conceptual and analytic d an
even weaker grasp of synthetic processes. The
presentation of unifying ,concepts and integrated
disripL. es (witi, the faculty flexibility and give,
md-take which they entail) is the taproot and
trunk of ,ny well - conceives intercultural and lan-
guage grog, rt.

Our sty lents want service occupations, they
want interdisciplinary approaches, thy have the
potential for a truly global vie The technology
that helps to shape their hves has made them far
more likely to travel ah:oad than we,, tar more
likely to meet people of other cultures, far more
likely t feel themselves part of a world communi-
ty and want to solve its roll, :n:. Thisbe.hg so,,
why have we not had the 'imagination ro e sage

the vastly wideneu -isle of communication -par-
ticularly through lareilagc in their hves9 Why
have we not long since given them to understand
the language s' 'y is not an ana,-hronisnl, but at
e. er more imp9rtant part of 1110

,
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I he wt,id has sickened on war it has sickened
on chauvinistic secrecy and partial approacht, to
sOemic problems "Independence"' said George
Bernard S. :iw "that s middle class blasphemy V
are all der -ndent on one another; every soul ul is
on earth.- Perhaps too few of us honestly believe
that, More and more of o' children do And that
has enormous implication for the new kinds of
research which ought to he taking place the
field of language, some ot which I have been
ste,t2sting Certain!, some of tf,.. language bar-=
ners- the Jargon; valt Judgments on dial -cts
sexist exclusions .:ou he investigated and per-
haps torpled by those wrh a global perspectise
If. of course, they were to he motivated and
taught by people with a strong sert of I he

responsibility and potentia. ot study , of
language as comm .11,ation

Die single most ir portant tool for establishing
a cnumely global

A
senscof community is lan-

g,ge and I do not mealOthe development of a
world language. though periodically 'tie attempt
one, ! mean an understanuing and dignifying of
communication which wit "chide the psycholo-
gists. c- oologists, anthropologists; computer scion-
lists, his unarm conortp,ts, political scientists I

nra an aware' .ss of our very human temptation
to ohfusca to isolate, to self- aggrandize; -urn
knowledge to power, to create personal ety by
shutting others out I mean a ?. id look at
la .rage as a breathing eyer-changing image of us

ADF and ',l)1. I. Conference Reports

Tire memberhip Al)i and A"! I were
represented at the Austin onfertro e by Professors
Marilyn Williattison n .n WaN,r State Cniv
and Robert G t1, Jr (R.,indrue I anguags,
Univ ref ( iinnect' it), who under tool. to prepare
reports for p. ,enta'non at the 1072 MI A t" onv

as we are and as a too: which can help i is get
where we to go

Language isn't a profession, it's the best hove.
ot human contatt and therefore of peace, of real
etolution. Yet we, its exponents, have drifted into
a corner from which we do not come forth to
explain with any urgency why funds must bt
fo I and research supported to explain why
there is no field more pra nor more id,: Ais-
ne' It is nearly incomprehensible.

harge, 4 (April 1972); p 71

= Higher 1 chicatiorl and National Affairs Arwsletter, 21
(17 March 1972)

3 James A Dillon; it . Janie Vt McGrath, and Dale C
Ray, "Resean in the Universiti," Journal of Higher
1 duration, 43 I Apr 19721

4 P IU9

' Roger H Berdek. (ollege 1 ducated Manpower in the
State of 11:inois, 197019x'0, report prepared for the
Long-Range Planning Committee of the University
Illinois (19711

61. Palk:: Renshaw, "I ortign languages and Intercul-
tural Studie , in Present-Day ColleFe Curricula," Journal of
Hii,her Iduianon, 43 (April 1917), pp 298-9.

too in New Yotk, at the annual meetings of the
re..pettve Associations Pro'essor Wilhamson's re-
port, MI A-Ai:A..AM:I. Conference on the
Research omponent of the Ph I) ," appears m the
March 11'3 issue tat the ADP. Bulletin, Professor
Mead's paper Re sscssing the Ph I) in Foreign

anguage,' is reprinted in the corresponding issue
of the' ID4-1 Huth 1171



REt'ORTS FROM ri :',1"SsION (.ROUPS

PAR1 ICIPANTS at the Austin Conference were
divided ii.to four di- ussion groups, with two
groups (one prinlaniy for English and one primari-
ly for foreign lafigurtige representatives trat,ntrat-
ing on problems relating to the struci "re and
content of the research component of the
and two groups (with the sane divisiffn between
English and foreign lar_Jage representatives) con-
centrating on administrative policy, enic
and the job market.

Participants ie the groups dealing With the
structure and content of the research component
were asked to ecplor. question., ,uch as the
following Are pi sent course, requirements, for
eign language retiairements, qualifying examinas
hors, dissertations etc., 'adequately preparing
scholars to carry on legitim.e and significant
research programs? Are our present demands ex-
cessive' Not stringent enough" Are there new are-as
of resea,eh that are not presently being developed
in eraduate programs' To what extent shOuld basic
research be emphasized or even inciuded in gradu-
ate programs other than the Ph D ' Is highly
speci.lized research endangered by the present
tnterest in generalists and the move in some
s,hools tc yard interdeciplinary work' How can
int:test in the less popular resnch areas be
mai. tamed' Are opportunities for shar rig faculty
and research resources being pursued at present'
Are research and publication inseparable" How do
research degres serve the national in _est"

A similar series of questions was proposed as a
basts for discussion in those groups ancentrating
on administrative policy, enrollments; and the job
market. Is the traditional research-oriented Ph.D.
still a "viable co.nmodity on today's lob market'
Will t',ture needs differ from past'' In what ways,
if at all, do graduate researc' programs realistically'
prepare students to ':rarsh In two-yea, or t ven
f mr-year college programs" How can the iesearch
component of a g.aduate degree 4language requite-
ments, specialized seminars, scholarly 1. pers dis-
sertations, et: be coordinated with the trmung
of effective college-level teachers'? Should graduate
admissions to research-oriented Ph D. programs be
reduced" What kinds of counseling might depart,
ments provide to better prepare graduate students
for the exigencies of an academic career in the
197(rs'

It was recognized from the outset that the four
discussion groups,. working in two 90-minute ses-
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sions, co) id not hope to come up with definitive
a 'wets ,so attempt was made to formalize the
proceedings or to come to any consensus of
opinion through voting The summary reports are,
however, of value insofar as they reflect the broad
areas of concern that evolved among the four
groups knowtott ble representan is of
Ph D.-gianting depai tilients whici, addressed them-
selves independently to?basi issues..

Printed below are, first, the two Yeports from
groups concentrating On the structure and content
of the research boinponent of the i h.D., and then
the two reports° ?m groups concerned psimanly
with administrative problems, enrollments, and the

brmarket. None of the groups, it will be noticed,
w s expected to or was able to limit liscussior to
the specific questions or even the general topic.

Foreign Languages, Group A

After a pr ilonged discussion of the present
need to reassess the :toals and procedures of
graduate woo( in the modern languages, the group
affirmed its belief in the importance of resea* h as
a cardinal ingredient of Ph D. work, but insisted
that its function within a program of graduate
study and training. paiticuiarly for future teachers,
requires definition.

Whether we assume that research leads to an
Increase in knowledge or a sharpening of critical
and historical perception, ,e group considered its
pursuit the mi ,J safeguard against an uncritical
acceptance received opinion III. group recog-
nized that not every student cn be expected to
contribute significantly to the advancement of
knowledge through publication, but believed at the
s. ,ie tune that proper training in research is an
es,ntial prerequisite ot good teaching

While It was recognized that the subject matter
of our discipline aims at an understanding of a
comprehensive body of .ulture, the group affirmed

conviction that tt was through literature and
linguistics that we must achieve such an under-
standing The r red for interdisciplinary investiga-
tions a, d procedures was recognize°, with the
proviso, however, that it is preferabie to seek the
help of svecialists from other disciplines than to
pretend to an expertise in other fields that we
cannot claim to possess Generally speaking, a



broadening of the curriculum beyond the Kesent
departmental. programs may he desirablethe, .ec-
tin study of one or more related m.nor fields
should be made feasible The feeling of the group
was that interdepartmental stpdies do not endan-
ger; but might rather enrich specialized research.
Interdepartmental research projects, Indeed team,
research, were urged as potentially .useful proce-
dures.

We have titan more beral m permitting stu-
dents to take a vanety of courses than in our
definition of dissertation topics. It was suggested,
for instance, that a cntr:11 translation of a

substantial work in the foreign langual could; be
an acceptable exercise. While it was ,.:greed that
the thesis should he concerned with traditional
and Justoncal topics, the group thought that under
an appropriate system of interdepartmental super:
vision, a thesis might range beyond the limits of a
del ,rtmental specialty..

Students today, appear reptarkabl/ aware of the
importance of methodology and at eager to
reflect upon principles and critical theory. To
sharpen this interest and to give it direction should
he a central goal of all teaching and research
activities. what seems to be needed is a nearer
definition than is usually offered of the methods
employed by our discipline, and possib.y of
related fields. Some members of the group saw the ,
.eed to urge a reversal of the trend of recent years

to speed 'up graduate study, the advantages of
efficiency,. it was felt, should he subordinated to
the neeis of adequate training.

There were differences of opinion among the
group as to the point at which students should th
encouraged to define areas of study that might
result in a dissertation. Some thought it should be
as early as possible, others want to permit the
student to explore at a more leisurely pace wider
range of research posibilities.

If we are to recognize the importance of
research in a Ph.D program, particularly for future
teachers, ,t ma, be necessary to reassess the nature
of the ccmprehensive examination This general
examination should not be a mere testing of
accumulated factual knowledge possibly defined
by a formidable Le, ing list but an examination
in depth of relatively limited areas and problem.,
in which the candidate can he expected to
demonstrate his grasp of principles and his capaci-
ty to analyze and organize the given material We
should make sure, through a continual reassess-
ment of examination procedures, that they occ-r

',e context of professib,al teaching ai,d/oi
res, rch goals. Some thought that part tot th.
examination procedui should he a demonstration

of he student's capacity, to 'act as a teacher,
perhaps by delivelitg a lecture

Victor Lange, Chairman
!4wheline Dufau, RiForderl

English, Group A,

Th'elgroun addressed itself to the structure anch
content of the research component of they Ph D.
the initial discussion was far ranging and tbuched
upc.-, the fjorms that the dissertation Might take
and even alternatives to it. Du;ing this discussion
there was no expression of dissatisfaction with the

c,present pattern,i,of course requirements, foreign
rage requirethents, and qualifying examina-

tions in the preparation of the Ph D., as varied as
they may be in thrk,different educational institu-
tions While the absence of discussion on these
points may sten, in part from a frustrating lack of
time which prevented us from giving detailed
consideration to all the problems of research at ,
the Ph.D., level, it can perhaps,be inferred that no
one 4n our group came to this conference bent on
proposing radical changes in these areas:

The group also discussed at great length the
nature of research at the graduate level and its
rk.lationship to preparation for college teaching
It was felt that the dissertation should be an
integral part of a graduate student's trainingthat

should stern from course work and be related to
the kinds of activity in which college teachers
normally engage. It prepares a student in the use
of research tools and develops a quality of mind
that prepares a candidate for a professional career
as both teaner and scholar, It was also felt that
the dissertation need not he of a single design
that our discipline ;s large enough t., accommodate
interests that are historical or interdisciplinary, as
well as more purely literary, The c,,mmittee
that past research does not set the only legitimate
models for presen research,, and that works
studied in the past can be restudied by 'her
critical modes as these modes are being d.veloped
We can, that is, pia the study of literature in
important Ind diversified research co, texts, we
can profit today from the work being done not
only by the comparatists, but also by structuralist
critics, anthropologists and folklorists, and even
the work of the social commentator on the
modern city,, to name only a few examples The
researcher's obligation is to convince fellow schol-
ars that he has ra,;,:d questions and provided
answers th,.i enhance the understanding of the
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literary work To this end, Professor Jordan
()tiered the following resolution, which in sub-
stance espresses the belief of many of the partici-
pants

We reatturn the unpo:tanve ot the ,,research
component ut the Ph 1) Jegree, urging that re-
search he understood to. include responsible act,-
mutation and interpretation 01 knowledge, as well
as original "contributions t knowledge," the
dissertation should be looked upon primarily as a
training device, in the belief that rigorous, sus-
tained everience in Ieascovering,, evaluating, and
organumg histoneal and critical materials is not
only essential for scholars but is also ot broad
value tor teachers at all levels

Richard Lehan t *man
RobertRobert Steviek Recorder

ore, anguages, 6roup B

the suggestions made below are he result of the
group's discussion ot an assigned subject, namely
Administrative Policy, Farollnientc, and the Job

Market," within the framework Ot a research,
oriented Ph I) program that purports to prepare
graduate students for the teaching profession, Our
first question was. "flow does one prepare a

professor for his chosen profession'', Does what he
learns in graduate 'school and what is reqiured of
him to obtain his degree help him to become an
effective teacher' It so, for what level "" I hte

group started Out by, reeogruzing the challen'gin'g
mass of material in our fields and the diversity of
backgrounds of oiur students (particularly in recent
ye,.rs with 'tw recruitment of minorities and thk
de' ire of many married women I ) return to the
universities atter their children have grown' We
also considered the present imbalance between
the- number of teachers and asadahle jobs I hose
considerations led us to the suggestion that each
doctoral i partment undert,:.lce to :reexamine its
own strength:, and weaknes,es and consciously set
out to develop programs in which it car expect to

tintam sl ciareompetencs or develop unique
resour. 's We sass no need for all programs be
patterned on the same "traditional'''. models

I he group recognized also that teaching opp,o;
tunities '.exist at three different levels graduate
kart menus tour-year colleges tumor colleges,
and beEtcv We felt, however, that for such a
diversity ?cif teaching opportunities there _Lan be a
umh ,11 "tratmlif lc: this end there were, sugges
bons to the sties' that departments should en-
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deavol to develop coherent programs which com-
bine training in teaching methods not abstract
pedagogy but, on the contrary,; specific approaches
to the teaching of tilt. various areas a Ph.D is

called upon to teach, including freshman composi-
tion, language courses, culture and civilization
theoretical and applied linguistics, the study of
literature; and tools to conduct research 'in any of
these areas. It was thought that it would he more
useful for departments to organize their work in
terms of programs which integrate these compo-
nents rather than by merely assembling courses the
graduate professors feel like teaching, whether
these courses address themselves to the needs of
the students or simply to their own needs as'
scholars In any event, the coherent programs we
have in `mind should try to make full use of the
widest possible :tinge of universityl and community
resources

Some specific suggestions related to the above
considerations were made In the particular case of
training for foretpri language teaching it was
thought highly desirable that it should profit from
the availability of rah myerials and opportunities
for study abroad. ce a different approach is
needed to reach -`"literature in translation, a job
our graduates are increasingly asked to do; it was
felt that it is incumbent upon foreign language
departments to undertake training and research in
this area The group felt very rtrongly the need for
students to take broad courses in humanities and
genet at education as well as courses in related
areas history philosophy, anthropology,; and
other social sciences when appropriate, as well as
English literature courses On the case of the
students froin foreign language departments) and
courses in foreign literatures of their choice tin the
case of students from I nglish departments It w4s
also) felt tfiat doctoral research proPcts need not
necessarily he limited to a specialized national
corpus but should make use of the resources and
meth, 'Is of related areas and disciplines, provided
that these methods are acquited' first through
thorough trainineand research before any attempt
is made at their implementation

I really, and addressing ourselves specifically to
foreign language departments, it was suggested that
the organaiation of these departments should
reflect the understanding that language is not only
an end, in itself, but also a basis for the under-
standing of vital aspects of other disciplines
the end, collaboration with I nglish and other
language departments should be welcomed, along
with participation in larger structures such as
divisions ot lit. attire, ctamiparative literature' pm-
rams, 00,i statiies piogramsind the like It



stressed very strongly during our discussions that
at all levels of graduate training we should try to
wed the analytical skint; of the philosopher (the
proper province of a doctorate of philosophy)
with the public issues which should be a part of
the daily concern of any teacher. Fo foster an
"ivory tower" mentality in the students we train
for the teathing profession would ultimately result
in alienation between the universities and the
public that supports them

Rodoillo Cardona,. Chao man
Charles Porter, Recorder

* * * * *

1- ughrh, Group

I he group reached general agreement that a
doctoral thesis or a series of research projec' is an
integral part of doctoral work in English There
was, however, disagreement in the group as to the
amount of change needed in. our traditional re-,
search programs to adjust them to the needs of
those who will teach in four-year colleges which
do not and probably will not offer graduate work.

We also discussed the proposition that "depart-
ments with Ph,D progrims should use their resources
to make a major contribution to the tf4ining of
teachers for the community colleges.' There was
no consensus as to whether adaptations should be
research-oriented with an added option in the
Ph D program or a program at the M A. level
Indeed, although there was general agreement as to
the need for change for more options, in current
Ph D programs, there was no consensus as to how
radical these changes should he or as to the
specific research options we should encourage in
the Ph D. program. In spite of the general agree-
ment that the Ph D. programs should he pluralistic
and produce versatile scholar-teachers, there was
sonic disagreement as to what the component;

About DE and ADFI,

I he Association 01 Departments of English,
representing more than 1,000 two- and four-year
college and university departments of English, was
established in 1962 Departmental dues are tic 00
per acaderm, year the Association of Depart=
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should he and at what time in the student's
program they should occur. Nor was there Ml
hgreementon the amount and kind of pedagogical
training Ph D candidates should receive.

The group discussed the opportunities for sub-
stantive inter- or multi-driewlinary doctoral re-
search in English and noted, especially,' opportuni-
ties for research involving language and literature
and the other humanities, the fine arts, the social
and behavioral ,sciences, and perhaps other areas.

We agreed on the general 'unreliability of the
current state of educational manpower forecasting
and recommended that rthe profession should
gather more regularly precise data on admissions,
enrollments, degrees awarded, and placement of
graduates While commending those departments
which have taken steps to adjust graduate enroll-
ments to current realistic market needs, we urged
departments against overreacting to the current
bleak job picture. Not only will steps taken now
influence the profession for a minimum of four
more years, but steps to curtail nrollments fur-
ther will deprive some siudents''qf a nonijob-
related opportunity to benefit from the liberaliz-
ing, humanizing value of an education in language
and literature We do urge, however, that students
should be adequately counseled'about the state of
the job market.

The group recognized the emergence of adult
and continuing education as a new source of
highly diverse graduate students The obligation to
relate our work in language and literature more
effectively to public needs was explored at length.
We suggest pluralism in graduate programs for the
master's as well as doctor's degree. And we
recommend to graduate departments that they
embark on serious self-examination of their pro-
grams, research resources, and future goals.

George Hendrick, Chairman
Richard Green, Recorder

ments of Foreign Languages, representing some
Q50 departments of foreign languages,, was estab-
lished in 1969 Departmental dues are $20 00 per
a ,adermt. year. For further information about the
associations, write to ALA or AIM L,. 62 Fifth
Avenue,. New York ily, New York 10011



\ REWARDING EXCELLENCE AND PROMISE*

Jusr TEN years ago, when 1 was finishing my
stint as dean of a graduate school and giving my
last annual report (I'm a little embarrassed to
remember it now),, 1 was urgently telling my
colleagues that we bad to expand graduate educa-
tion throughout the country in all disciplines to
avoid a chaotic declinc in the quality of college
facult_es Two years later, with responsibility for a
commission of the American Council on Educa-
tion studying trends and tr ng to evaluate devel-
opments in Amerrcan htghe education, I published
several articles that predicted a rather dramatic'
shitt to an academic "buyers' market' starting
about 1969 or 1970 I lost some of my friends
among my former decanal colleagues for that
reversal I remember one wrote me a letter and
said, "You have become a grey eminence in higher
education spoiling the market, subverting graduate
education and the national interest."

To tne economist, the academic labor market is
Interesting to study It is a fascinating institution,
and 'it has a lot of peculiar characteristics On the
supply side of the market, it is confusing because
there's a five to ten year time lag between the
time people make decisions to go on for the Ph.D.
and their actual attainment of it. There's a very
high degree of specialization and very limited
substitutability A geologist cannot step in and
teach the Romantic poets In addition, scholars are
less responsive to market inducements than are
people in many other occupations. I would remind
you that all during the depression of the 1930's.
despite the deteriorating job market, Ph.D output
increased 6'; every year It is also., a peculiar
market in that the market signals themselves are
both blurred by time by this rep between entry
and exit,. and also by a kind of institutional
filter the fact that universities very often act as a
kind of market buffer rather than as a kind of
transmitter

On the demand side there are other peculiar
characteristics Sixty percent of graduate school
output that is. young men and women with
Ph D 's finally end up in the academic' market-
place And two-thirds of the others, principally
supported in research and development, are depen-
dent upon government funds For a decade up
until 1968 all systems were go, both academic
employment and government spending on research
and development encouraged a very rapid expan-
sion in graduate education For the last several
years this has suddenly been reversed 1 here is
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now only slow growth in the hiring of lew
teachers and a decline in real terms in the amount
of research and development support from the
federal government since 1967.

But the most distinguishing characteristic of
this market is that our graduate school energies are
largely reproductive, we are reproducing ourselves.
The graduate schools are chiefly concerned with
their own institutional well-being. We develop new
Ph.D. programs to achieve a balance of offerings
within the 'institution, very seldom asking about
what the nation needs or the region needs. We
think primarily of the health of the institution.
And it has become almost a natural law that you
can't build a first rate university or a strong
department except through growth.

Frequently, when I've talked on academic labor
market projections. people have said, "Well, since
you knew this was coming,, your university must
have been much better prepared for it than
others." I've had to confess that hard to
convince your own faculty or your own depart
rnent chairmen About two years ago I got all of
my department heads together and said, "Now,
here's the emerging crisis. What are we going to do
about it'''' And they sat there for a while and then
replied, "But it's not our fault. It's all those new
schools out there. You know, it's Bowling Green
and Stony Brook and the City University of New
York that are spoiling the market, Somebody
ought to do something about it,"

But the most peculiar characteristic of the
academic labor market is that the production and
marketing functions are rather separate, to use a
business analogy If you're RCA and you're pro-
ducing a bad product and can't market it, or
you're producing much more than people want,
then you have to go in and make tough decisions
(such as RCA did with its computer oivision) and
say,. "Off with its ,head There is a kind of
feedback that makes business tirm react quickly,
alrnost instantly, to its own mistakes. In the

Revised from an address given at the Symposium on the
I uture of Graduate Education at Purdue University,. 14
Mardi 1972 Until 1972 Dr ('artier was Chancellor of
New York University
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academic marketplace that isn't true We,. as

institutions, don't ta',e the responsibility for find-
ing jobs for the people who go through the
graduate schools We may be very symeathetic we
may help them, we may write letters of recom-
mendation, we may nave a placement office But
it has not been considered our responsibility to
place them And if we turn out too many Ph I) 's
in our English department,. we tell them "Go and
cry on the shoulders of the kiodern Language
Association, that's the grout that ought to worry
about it '''' The result is that the academic institu-
tions tend "..o act very independently of market
forces,. much more so than almost any other
institution one can think of in this country

So 1 am glad the theme tonight is graduate
education to the year 2000: not at 2000,, because
the hardest task, I believe,, is going to he gett-ag
there In those three decades, the next dozen years
are going to he the most difficult this is likely to
be the time of agonizing adjustment and reapprais-
al in all of graduate education We have had
ftiteen years of phenomenal growth. Ph D output
has expanded at a compound rate of about 12t;
annually Starting from a fairly stable base in the
1950's of about 8,500 doctorates granted each
year we have gotten up to 32,000 for the current
year We have a present capacity estimated at
something like 45,000 Ph D 's annually We have a
planned capacity, accordim_ to several studies for
the late 1970's, of somewhere between 55,000 and
70,000 annually Until 1969 the academic aarket-
place principally college teaching, had always ab,
sorbed at least 5(Y);- of new Ph.D 's lower in the
science and engineering nigher in the hu-
manities. About 60''; finally ended up in colleges
and universities, although some by a more cir-
cuitous route through post-doctoral employment
and other types of non-tenlmig jobs fins year,
only about 40'; of the Ph.D"s are finding jobs in
academic" employment, and many of them are
taking positions at somewhat lower levels than
they had been trained for or had aspired to

Looking ahead: if every new college teacher
hired in I he senior institutions In this country had
the Ph D., and at least 50'; of air the new junior
college teachers hired had the doctorate and
that's a much higher goal than we'" e ever aspired
to in the pact then the need for new college
professors is predicted at about 15,000 annually
for the first half of the 1970's, ah ,at 10,000
annually in the second half of the 1970''s and
something less than 5,000 annually out to 1985
After 1990 'mployment may pick up igain largely
because of demographic factors, By then we will
have been through a sharp contrai tion of the 18

to 21 year old group that is almost the sym-
metrical counterbalance of the rapid expanste n we
had in the 1960's So in the late '80's and '')O's
there may he some expansion again,. but the
continued decline in fertility rates is not a ..ause
for optimism. It is obvious, as we look aheac, over
the nex: twenty years, that higher eCacation is not
going to be a m ijor growth industry as it has neen
in the past

We are already at the point where something
like 60";". of high school graduates now enter
formal degree orograms in higher education; and
another 12',;' or 13'; go on into post-secondary
non-degree education, "thus we',re already absorb-
ing nearly three-fourths of the high school gladu-
ates in this country Rising college entrance rates
will not contribute signficantly to enrollment
expansion in the future. In terms of the next
fifteen years. therefore, I think it's going to be
fairly clea that we will have excess dapacity in
most of our graduate schools somewhere in the
range of 25'7. to 507.. The big problem I would
like to emphasize is not really today, most of
today's problems are the result of the immediate
impact of recession and some adjustments because
of difficulties in federal and state budgets. Th.: big
problem is at least five years ahead; and the
critical time is going to be the early 1080's

This situation poses several problems for us
both nationally and institutionally. On a nation-
wide basis we have to ask how' we can shrink the
graduate establishment in some orderly fashion
without just following a Malthusian solution starv-
ing off- the children and undernourishing the
mothers, if this is the parallel to graduate students
and institutions. Somel,ow we must manage to
stabilize the support in, education for strong
educational programs r..ther than having legisla
tures or congiesses that impose across-the-board
cuts on every institution I think we have to ask
ourselves whether there is any way we can cut
back to having only 75 to 100 major nr !Iona!
graduate schools, perhaps federally supported;
rather than the 250 to 100 Ph D -granting institt.,
tions that we now have

We will also have the problem 'in some fields of
how to prevent Pn overreaction Right now man)
people are worried about the case of physics
which was perhaps hardest hit by the drop in
external support and demand for new positions
Current enrollment patterns suggest th 't Ph 1).'s in

/physics will drop from about 1,600 today to only
MOO five years from now I his raises the qu"stion
of whether one needs as many 'physics depart
ments as we now have or whether we're gong to
have substantial excess capacity in each one, There
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are those particularly Richard I reeman at ( Luca
go, who argue that ths is the st ay the mark.2t
woks and that we have to expect it to work that
way If we're going to get appropriate market
adjustments, we base to be willing to avoid
intet-toring with it by undut i',centives and subsi-
dies reeman has offered .1 fairly convincing thesis
at many educators and legislators have accepted

gi.en about cis" -year time lags, :he market really
works very well in making these adjustments
Market adjustriients art terribly painful: however;
for the individuals who unexpectedly find they're
in a surplus situat: m And as we're now finding
out,. it , terribly painful on the academic institu-
tions the mselves

Within public systems as well as within privatc,
inst,totions the hardest economic` adjustments right
"tow are resulting from fluctuations in external
support the most critical roblems for the future,
'ovvever, are like', to he in the humanities an ..1
social sciences which reiy so heavily upon college
to tt ' as their major employment sour.e

Institutionally, I think we will have to do a lot
of things We will have to reassess retirement and
tenure policies It we don't do that, we're going to
find that we have institutions that are losing their
vigor Between now and I'M the average age of
college professors may rise by almost ten years
there is going to he very little new net hiring in
college teaching unles, there is a surprising amount
of rotation through the ranks much more so than
we've had in the past If we're going to reduce
retirement ages and change tenure policies, this in
turn is going to add a lot of pressure for faculty
unionization which may end up in even less

flexible per'onnel not ...le , within academic institu-
tions This is going to credit_ ,fifficalt internal
',tresses and strains, already evident in some univer-
sities

I think we're also going to have to reassess the
cxtent of our commitment to graduate programs
an ask ourselves much more seriously whether we
can he all things to all people with such limited
resources, or whether many of us should discon-
tinue programs or not initiate new programs in
area where we have planned to expand I think
wire going to come under increasing pressure,
especially in the state systems, r much greater
rationaluation of our programs, muLii greater
cooperation among institutions, and much greater

pressure for broader training with less emphasis
upon the harrow specialties within disciplines, At a
very interesting conference at MIT about a year
ago attended by many of the graduate students
there; the commor*,ery was, "For God's sake,
don't make us so verspecialized. We come out
prepared for one little phase of nuclear engineering
and if there's not a job there: we are in a very
difficult position '' So there is increasing pressure
from students, mu.h of it constructive, to broaden
the kind of training they get.

I would guess that twenty-five years from now,
after we've gone through this trauma, were going
to have fewer universities granting the Ph D
degree than today,, although many more perhaps
granting the master's. I think we're going to be
somewhat more successful in breaking down th,
boundaries between disciplines. I think there's
going to be a tendency for graduate education to
take a leaf out of medical education and to
develop a kind of two-stage training perioda
compressed formal degree program and a some-
what expanded post-classroom period much like
the internship and residency period in medicine
This could represent a kind of liberalizing of
graduate education It seems rather ironic that we
train teachers in the liberal arts in the most
fractured, illiberal education. environment we
ever could have devised

The financing of graduate education I'm sure;
is going to be much more heavily dependent upon
federal funcling, with all of the mks and yet all of
the opportunities that may raise. Student support
is likely to be based more upon need than just
talent and merit And I think it's fairly evident
that we have to t reak down many of the barriers
of the past,. many of them unconscious,: some of
them conscious, that have kept the numbers in
minority groups, whether by sex or by race, very
underrepresented in many of our professions

If we're going to survive as vigorous institu-
tions we will have to find a way of rewarding
excellence and promise and he somewhat more
ruthless than we have been m the past in our
willingness to weed out mediocrity within our
institutions Neither the taxpayer nor the student
is going to put up with some of the built-in
inflexibilities that we have developed in higher
ofication

SO
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ON THE FUTURE OF GRADUA7E EDUCATION*

THIS DISCUSSION of he .lure of graduate
education will concentrate on two areas of devel-
opment first, the need for a broader base in
American high -'r education that can provide ways
and means for an adult liberal education going
beyond the four-year college program; and
second; the need within presently structured aca-
demic zhapnels to respond to what I am assuming
will be an increased demand for intensive and
Me.y specialized pi .)fessional training of all kinds
In other words, what I am looking toward are
graduate programs involving breadth so broad as to
expand well beyond the perimeters of the universi-
ty campus, and depth so deep if you will; that
they ,continue to enrich our society not only with
presently undreamed of tools but with the wisdom
that must necessarily accompany the use of any
tool.

Tuming first to the broader necessities. I think
we must begin by recognizing that the two-year
colleges are in many subtle ways already having
and will continue to have a significant effect on
graduate education There are at present more
than one thousand two-year colleges in this coun-
try, representing close to 405 oft all American
institutions of higher education, and these schools
presently enroll some two am' one-half million
students, more than one-quarter of the total
college population. The growth as we all know,
has Len phenomenal,, an inure-se in two-year
college enrollments between I%6 and 1970 of
some 64% as compared t a relatively modest 24%
increase at four-year institutions over the same
period. We have not I believe, even begun to
measure the impact these two-year colleges will
have on the American scene now that our inalien,
able r.,,hts include life,. liberty the pursuit of
happiness, and two years 1 .he local junior
college, And what is fascinating about all of this is
not sc much the question of financing, although
that too Ls an intriguing probhm, but the question
of how high is up in higher education.

If the B A degree, or a reasonable facsimile
thereof; is replacing the nigh school diploma as
one's ticket to a place in the sun, then what in
turn happens to the master's degree or to the
doctorate or to post-dloral sducationl We ap-
pear to be involved in an inflationary cycle of
degree programs; and B.A., which many
parents considered to be n impossible lream is
now very much a reality for large segments of, the
population. At present 1 see no serious prospect of
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America's moving to universal, compulsory college
education which, as my fellow panelist, Allan
Cartter, has shrewdly observed, is a very different
concept from that of iniiversal access to post-
secondary education or f- i equal opportunity to
a college education with certain merits or
strengths. But whatever happens to those 21/2 or
41/2 or 81/2 million students who have at least been
exposed, to something ,alled higher education,
with or without a B.A. degree, there is no doubt
in my mind that their appetites will have been
whetted. A little learning may or may not be a
dangerous thing, but I am ready and willing to
take my chances just as long as the academic
community is ready and willing to provide the
means for continuing to satisfy that appetite, both
inside and outside of the college campus.

Fhe idea of a non-objective master's degree,
much less a doctorate; is very much out of
fashion. Increasingly, I find that graduate admis-
sions are blksedon pragmatic cnteria that evaluate
the candidate not only in terms of chances for
academic success but also of potential professional
employment. And surely in 1972 one can sympa-
thize with graduate departments vr:ich, already
faced with a large number of degree candidates in
danger of being under- or even unemployed, are
reluctant to expand admissions, even if they had
the `ending for such expansion, which most, of
course; do not. As a department chairman, I

turned away potentially qualified candidates from
admission to the Ph D. program. Not so much
because there was no loom for them, but because
I was painfully aware that so many already
qualified Ph.D. candidates are playing musical
chairs, and that when the music stops, far too
mar,, are being left unseated. Indeed, in my own
department I also argued against continuing our
traditional MA program as a sort of a one year
extension on the B P degree;;, a program full of
classes and papers but signifying next to nothing
on the job market. I think that my action i in this
time and in this place are defensible. I am
now arguing that during the next ttfrty years

*Revised from an address the Symposium on the
Future of Graduate Education at Purdue University, 14
March 1972.



graduate departments are going to 'lave to recon-
sider such programs and begin to develop liberal
arts post-graduate opportunities for the student
who is not professionally oriented but who simply
wants, at any time in his or her life; to profit
from the intellectual rigor and the intellectual
climate of formalized higher education. And I

trust that it goes without saying that intellectual
rigor is underscored, for we cannot afford, literally
or figuratively, td sacrifice high standards in
offering such programs

Such programs wo.ild not. however; meet the
needs of most post-a-actuate or,. let us say, post-
college Amencans For life fortunately has a way
of intervening, and Most people; after a period of
time engaged in classroom studies, do find jobs,
raise families, grow their swirnmin-g pools How
then can higher education respond to the leisure,
time educational needs of this segment of society')
Presumably by offering something on the far side
of an adult Sesame Street' Here I think is one of
graduate education's greatest challenges to find an
effective way of meeting that portion of the
so-called educational periphery (currently esti-
mated at being in excess of 60 miller and
growing rapidly) that is qualified for and anxious
for graduate education without entering graduate
school hhe tools I think aie at our disposal, and
by this 1 mean that the means for mass communi-
cation are already adequate, more than adequate:
for all normal purposes What we at present do
with these means strikes ' as being tar less than
adequate, for with a few notable exceptions, the
bulk of that which is presently available in
periodicals, magazines, especially on radio and
television.. is an insult to the intelligence of an
alert ten year old I am aware of the nature
and the extent of the problems involved in this
area ot mass adult post-graduate education, and I

am cohtident of only one thing that there are no
easy answers But I do suggest that this area of
adult post-college, non-classroom education is not
only our greatest challenge for the I970's and
i980's, but is also our greatest opportunity and
even,. i think, our special rest- nsibility as human-
ists I think we have to encourage and nurture the
climate .1 receptivity; but we also have to be
prepared to deliver the goods And the product.,
no matter now it is packaged, must be genuine

'fhe second area on wh, h I w 'iild like to
comment very ' icily concerns the trauitional role
of graduate education training the professional
through intensive spy-all/anon In recent years we
have surely all read and heard good deal about
new degree programs which place an emphasis on
development of te 'thing skills i do not intend to
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go into the specific' problems of alternate degree
programs MAT's MAKTS'S, DA's. PAT's
(Phils' MPhil's; EdlYs. P4tC's, the PhDT -a subject
I have treated elsewhere under the title 'Alphabet
Soup" A Few Words of Caution."' Nor would I
deny that we need to employ all of our ingenuity
and talents-1k discovering new and more effective
means of training teachers, especially those with
the skills necessary for handing remedial courses
in Open Admissions programs What ,interests me
here hqwever; and what I would like to stress
because I think it touches on a broader issue, is
the differentiation in graduate programs in training
these ,specialists and in training the so-called
"generalist," a currently fashionable word, at least
in the humanities, and one which along with its
comp-anion "interdisciplinary" is frequently trotted
round as a sort of panacea. to all our ills, What we
are talking about; or I think should be talking
about, is die training of a graduate student who in
spite of, or in addition to. a specialized scholarly
or research interest has enough breadth of knowl-
edge to he able to connect part to part, parts to
the whole; and the whole to any of its parts,
winch is pretty much what Joyce's Stephen Daeda-
lus' was talking about in insisting on wholeness,
harmony, and radiance as being essential to the
creative process. Defined this way, I see the
generalist as being the most highly trained special-
ist of all.. an expert, if you will,. in the general, a
twentieth-century sort of Renaissance man who is
capable of doing specialized research in his general
area; is aware of and can fully understaisd the
work beingf done by his specialist colleigues, but
whose fie of specialization is in putting it all
together, in providing the total perspective. This, I
believe; is potentially our ideal undergraduate
teacher assuming of course that such a person can
teach or at any rate does not become -nauseous
upon entering the classroom. And this, I think, is
the kind of Ph,f) specialist we should, be working
iC develop; not instead of, but in addition to our
present ki)rd of specialist. This is, in fact, the
highest degree of all, and if we Wanted to play
"alphabet soup' I would give its recipient an
extra P in the Pli h or Maybe just an asterisk
would do

My fear however, is that we are beginning to
move in a different direction and in eliminating
the rigors of research and scholarship from doctor-
al programs are tending to create the antithesis of
my ideal Renaissance scholar, that is, a dilettante
whose little learning looks good only in relation to
the bumper-stict er mentality of so many of our
high school graduates a kind of learning which is
indeed in 'the long run a dangerous thing I cannot



say how high is up in higher education, but I do
think it should be a good deal higher than it te,,,nds
to be at present. All of this of course, applies also
to graduate education for the non-academic, the
specialized generalist who chooses, for whatever
reason, not to enter the classroom, but instead
whether in the sciences or the humanities, decides
to embark upon a career in the world of com-
merce and industry. For here I suspect, we above
all need individuals who can play administrative
leadership roles in which there can be an effective,
responsible drawing together of the strings How
vet, few of us these days are capable of function-
mg sometimes even of communicating, outside of
our own spheres of specialization. The accounting
office talks only to the computer specialist and
the computer specialist talks only to God.

Program Group

Unavoidably, my remarks have been highly
impressionistic,. td perhaps.even soNwhat idealis-
tic. The reality of the moment is, of course, a very
different matter the absurdly small percentage 12f
nfinority students enrolled in graduate programs,
the unemployment statistics among qualified
MA.'s and Ph.D.'s, the finarkial deficits plaguing
so very many universities We must as a nation
weigh our priorities with great care and I can only
hope as we __continue to do so in the coming
,i,:cades, we will increasingly recognize the jughes,
realms of higher education to be our grea'est
national resource, one watch we cannot affoid riot
to support at whatever the cost
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